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Lewis's Christian theme is ancient,
fixed and orthodox.

His events, on the

other hand, are created from the rich
world of fantasy.

It is no smalr

accomplishment to merge these two
effectively.

Clyde S. Kilby
The

Christi~

World of

~ ~

Lewis
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to study c.

s.

Lewis's

use of fantasy to illuminate reality by contrasting the·
world as he saw it with his imaginary worlds.

To do this,

it is necessary to describe the various types of books he
wrote, to illustrate the ·view of reality presented in his
writing, and then to examine the different types of fantasy
he used ·in his books. ·
In the past twenty years,

studie~

of

c.

S. Lewis's

works generally have been concerned with his theology, his
publications as they appeared, or his philosophy and themes.
For many years, Chad Walsh's book was the only full-scale
study of his life, his theology, and his literary accomplishments.

1

Since this was published in 1949, it could not

cover all of his work because Le·wis continued to write for
fourteen years after its publication.

In 1963, a study by

Roger Lancelyn Green dealt primarily with the Narnia stories
and other books by Lewis that were suitable for young
readers. 2 Clyde S. Kilby's recent book stressed Lewis's
1chad Walsh, c. s. Lewis: Atostle ~the Skeptics
{New York: The V~cmillan Company,949).

z.

2Roger Lancelyn Gr.e en C. S. Lewis (New York:
Walck, Incorporated, 1963).-

Henry

2

Christian world, and has excellent summaries of the books
as well as Mr. Kilby's evaluation of the Christian themes in
them. 3

A collection of essays, edited by Jocelyn Gibb, was

published in 1965, but contains tributes and attempts at
character analysis rather than studies of Lewis's . works.4
Charles Moorman's

surv~y

of the use of Arthurian myth in the

works . of Charles Williams, c.

s.

Lewis, and T_.

s.

Eliot

discusses one form of myth used by the three writers.5
Several unpublished dissertations have been written
on specific aspects of Lewis's work.
theological evaluation by· Edgar

These include a

w• .Boss,

a study of Lewis's

theory of literature by Dabney A. Hart, and, an investigation of Lewis's interpretation of Sehnsucht by Corbin S.
Carnell.

Lewis is one of three authors in a study of

myth-philosophy by Marjorie E. Wright, and Robert J. Reilly
wrote a dissertation on four authors including Lewis, who
shared a. common interest in "romantic religion.n6
Jclyde s. Kilby, The Christian World of c. s. Lewis
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publish~ng Company~ 1964).
4Jocelyn Gibb, (ed.), Light on c. s. Lewis (London:
Geoffrey Bles, 1965).
--- 5charles W. 1.-Ioorman, Arthurian Tripty~h (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1960).
6Edgar W. Boss, "The Theology of c. s. ~ewis"
(unpublished dissertation, Northern Baptist Theological
Seminary, 1946); Dabney A. H~rt, "C. S. Lewis's Def~nse of
Poesie" (unpublished dissertation, University of. \'lisconsin,
1959); Corbin S. Carnell, "The Dialectic of Desire: C. s.

3
Shorter surveys of various phases of Lewis's literary
works, especially of his theological books and his science
fiction, have appeared ·in numerous books and periodicals.
0£ these, Edmund Fuller's section in.

Books~~

Behind

Them is the most relevant to the- proposed subject of this
paper.?

as

His discussion of ·three writers, whom he designates

"masters of the fantastic story," examines. the effective-

ness of this approach to their subjects.

In this short

study, he summarizes the most important imaginative \'IOrks of

c.

S. Lewis, J. R. R. Tolkien, and Charles Williams, and

evaluates their use of fantasy.

Professor Fuller's survey

of the "consciously projected, controlled literary fantasy"
as an effective approach to reality prompted the selection
of this subject for a further study devoted exclusively to
the works of C. S. Lewis. 8

Lewis's Interpretat i on of Sehnsucht" (unpublished dissertation, University of Florida, 1960); I·,1arjorie E. Wright,
"The Cosmic Kingdom of f-'ly th: A Study in the I1!yth-Philosophy
of Charles 1'/illiams, C. S. Lewis, and J. R. R. Tolkien"
(unpublished dissertation, University of Illinois, 1960);
Robert J. Reilly, "Romantic Religion in the Work of Owen
Barfield, C. S. Lewis, Charles Williams and J. R. R. Tolkien"
(unpublished dissertation, ~lichigan State University, 1960).
All of these unpublished dissertations are briefly summarized
in the appendix of ~ilby, 2£• cit., pp. 191-207.
7Edmund Fuller, Books With Nen Behind Them (New York:
Random House, 1962 J•
- - -8Ibid., · p. 135.

Clive Staples Lewis, a

Profes~or

of Medieval and

Renaissance Literature at Cambridg,e University until a
few months before his death in 1963,
variety of publications.

le~t

a remarkable

As a literary scholar and critic,

he displayed exceptional scholarship.

As a writer of

"layman's theology," science fiction, children's books,
poetry, and "fantastic" fiction, he exhibited a facility
for lucid and brilliant writing in many genres., and a
vivid imagination.

He undoubtedly has been read by a wider

class of readers than many of his contemporaries because
of this variety.

In a letter to the Milton Society. of

America in 1954, he explained his · "v.ery mixed bag" of booka
really had a "guiding thread":

"the imaginative man in

. me is older, more continuously operative, and in that sense
more basic than either the religious writer. or the critic.n9
He defended his use of various genres as the best forms for
what he wanted to say.
Throughout his lifetime, C.
in two worlds.

s.

Lewis seemed to live

\Vhile he followed his ordinary pursuits of

studying and teaching, his imagination invented other worlds
to explore.

For some people, this might be interpreted as

escapism, but Lewis used it creatively for literary purposes.
When his two worlds met to depict his "joy" in Christianity,
~w. H. Lewis, (ed.}, Letters of C. S. Lewis (London:
Geoffrey Bles Ltd., 1966}, p. 260.

;
he revealed a versatility far beyond that of many religious
writers of his era.

He seemed to view his task as that of

a missionary, translating and· clarifying for others the
Christian philosophy as he believed it to be.

Fortunately

for his many readers, he had the ability to be entertaining
as well as enlightening.
.

.

His longest and most scholarly contribution to
literature is the volume on English Literature

2£

the

Sixteenth Century, _Excluding Drama in the _Oxford History
English Literature. In literary criticism,
~

~

Allegory

2£

2f

has been acclaimed as an outstanding contribution to

the study of the Medieval tradition of allegory and courtly
love.

! Preface to Paradise Lost is a detailed treatment of

Milton's work and of the epic form.

He wrote numerous

essays, prefaces, and commentaries on literature, but the
volume of his nonscholarly writings caused criticism from
those who wished he would produce more studies in his
academic field.

On the other hand, there were others who

felt that it would be a great loss if he were to stop being
a "Christian apologist," and subjects were frequently
suggested for more articles and books.
In the field of layman's theology, he wrote books that
appeal to a class of readers who either cannot or will not
try to understand the writings of modern religious philosophers like Reinhold Neibhur, but reject the easy platitudes

6
of religious writers like Norman Vincent Peale.

Lewis never

wrote "down" to his readers, but he did make a conscientious
effort to avoid obtuseness and needless erudition.

If

technical words were unavoidable, he supplied definitions
and illustrations for clarity.

Although his books seem to

be aimed at the skeptic or the agnostic, they actually are
directed more towards the would-be believer- --to the intellectually lazy Christian. 10 He did not write as a dedicated
student of moral and ascetic theology, but as one who had
learned from his own experience and conversion about the joys
and duties of Christianity.

He constantly emphasizes his

lack of a scholarly knowledge of theology, and his humility
combined with a clear presentation of the facts probably
attracts more readers to his works.
Through an incredible ability to translate abstract
ideas into concrete illustrations in a completely comprehensible style,

c.

S. Lewis reaches an audience which might

not have considered theological literature readable.
the Second ;•Jorld

~var,

During

he gave "Broadcast Talks" on the radio

and lectured to a variety of groups throughout England.
Some of his books grew out of these talks and lectures, and

10Roger Sale, "England's Parnassus: C. S. Lewis,
Charles ¥"1illiams and J. R. R. Tolkien," Hudson Review, XVII
(S~er, 1964}, p. 208.

7
others are addressed to specific problems of Christianity.
In style, they range from the informal delivery of the tenminute radio talks to more formal discussions of thorny
theological points such as The Problem of Pain and

~tiracles.

In all of his works, there are examples or specific
themes of some phase of his religious faith, which progresses
from

ear~y

uncertainty to a

.

positi~e

Christianity.

Although

he was ostensibly an Anglican, he avoided an alignment with
one or another of the extremes within the English Church.
His particular brand of Christianity is classified as
"Classical Christianity" with leanings toward Fundamentalism.11

He does not go so far as some of the Fundamental

sects do toward excessive Bibliolatry, but he constantly
states that certain tenets of religion have to be taken on
pure faith.

Concerning the Bible, he accepted the New

Testament writings as true history, but considered the Old
Testament a mixture of history plus myth.

The Bible, or

parts of it, should be read as literature and yet, at the
same time,

~s

something more than just literature.

As a Classical Christian, he believes in God as the
Creator of, and as the source of all meaningful reality for,
the universe.

He recognizes the conception of the Trinity

as valid, although he never fully explores in his books his
11 walsh, .2.E• cit., pp. 74ff.

own ideas about the Holy Ghost, other than to define it as
the God within us.

His is a highly Christocentric religion,

in which Christ has to ·be accepted as the Son of God, or be
rejected as ' a charlatan.

There is no halfway position of

Christ as a religious teacher or as an extremely pious
leader of men.
simple religion:

For Lewis, there is no such thing as a
"atheism is too simple, and so is the

Christianity-and-water view that God's in his heaven and
all's right with the world, a view which omits sin, hell,
and redemption.n 12 His position is accepted on faith, in
direct contrast to the r:Iodernists whose "vague" religions
either avoid conflict with the advancements of science by
igno.r ing them or by trying to reconcile them to their
beliefs.

Some of Lewis's most effective satire is directed

at such people with the characterizations of the Bishop in
The Great Divorce and Jo:Ir. Broad in The Pilgrim's Regress.
Reverend Straik, in That Hideous Strength, with his "frayed
clerical collar," is a religious man in appearance, but he
dissociates himself completely from "all the organised
religion that has yet been seen in the world."

He is unable

to get any of the Churches to accept his view that the
powers of science are an instrur:1ent in His hand to bring
the Kingdom of God to this world.13

12Kilby, ££• cit., p. 169.
13c. S. Lewis, That Hideous Stren,th (New York:
Crowell-Collier Publish1ng Company, 1962 , pp. 78f f.

The

9

Three of Lewis's books blend theology with autobiography • . Surprised

£r Joy, the story of his life to the age

of thirty-one, and of his religious conversion, traces his
quest for the elusive something in his life--a void which
only Christianity seemed to fill.

After a very short, late

marriage and the death of his wife, A Grief Observed was
published ,unde.r the pseudonym of N. W. Clerk.

Later, this

book came out with his own name, but the style and the
transparent pseudonym already had been recognized. -This
book contains a collection ·of his thoughts and feelings
which he wrote down as a relief fro m, and as a defense ·
against, his s orrow.

It repeats many of Lewis's previously

stated convictions as answers to his temporary doubts, and
_emphasizes a created univers e under an eternal God.

A

posthumous book published in 1963, Letters to Malcolm, is
a series of observations on prayer and the efficacy of
religion.
C.

s.

Lewis's first two publications were books of ·

poetry, Soirits in Bondage and
collection of poems,

pub li s~ed

Dymer.

The first is a

under the pseudonym of

Clive Hamilton (his first name plus his mother's na iden
n~~e),

and many of them show his doubts about r eligion and

his search for the elusive joy in life.

The second, Dzmer,

-is a long narrative poem in rime royal, which contains much
pre-Christian

id e~ li sm.

This book received more attention

10

from the critics than the first one, but mainly for his use
of satire than for his poetry.

In two of his books, The

Pilgrim's Regress and The Great Divorce, there are short
poems \'lithin the narrative.

Other poems \'/ere published in

various periodicals during his lifetime, most of them
pseudonymously.
tary, edited

c.

In 1965, Walter Hooper, his former secre.
S. Lewis: Poems, a collection of Lewis's

poetry with an appendix listing previous publication dates
and later revisions of . some of the poems.

The poetry is

of uneven quality, and as a whole does not ref lect the
individu~lity

of his _prqse style.

After experimentat i on

with various types of poetry, he apparently r ealized the
limitations it presented for expressing his ideas, and he
concentrated on the use of prose.

According t o Chad

~·J als h ,

he could have excelled in one poetic genre which he tried
occasionally--that of adult nonsense verse.
quoted by

The example

\'l alsh is "A\'lake, 1-Iy Lute ! " and there are a
few more poems in this vein in Nr. Hooper's edition. 14
r~.

Fictional works by C. S. Lewis include a "Cosmic
Trilogy" of scientifiction, Out of the Silent Planet,
Perelandra, and That Hideous Strength.

./

The Narnia series

contains seven children's books, all involving the mythical
country of Narnia and a ·c ontinuing group of characters.

14walsh, .2.1?.· cit., p. 62.

His

11

other fiction includes an allegory,

~

Pilgrim's Regress,

a mythical novel, Till We Have Faces, and two eschatol<?gical
fantasies, The Screwtaoe Letters and'
Chad Walsh believes that his novels

ru Great
sho~ld

Divorce. ···

be judged as

mythology, and that as a mythmaker he has few rivals in
modern times.l5

Some literary critics believe that C. S.

Lewis will be known to future readers through his fiction,
and not because of his more realistic theological writing
or his scholarly .contributions.
Almost all .of his writing reveals C. S. Lewis's
view of reality, but he does not use fantasy for all of
them.

Fantastic elements are found in his poetry, science

fiction, fictional "sermons," and children's books.

Some

of them involve imaginary landscapes, some suspend or
expand time, and some of the books contain both elements
of fantasy.

In Dymer, Out of the Silent Pl anet, Perelandra,

and Till We Have Faces, most or all of the action takes
place in an imaginary landscape.
candra

(Y~rs),

The Perfect City,

~~la

Perelandra (Venus}, and the land of Glome

are either not on any map, or at least have not been
observed by human eyes.

A journey from Earth (Thulcandra

or Tellus in Lewis's trilogy) precedes the introduction of
the pl-anets of Malacandra and Perelandra. · In t ·he other two

l5ill9_., p. 157.

.;

12

books, the reader is dropped into imaginary landscapes
immediately.

The Pilgrim's Regress . also demands the

acceptance of a mythical country, but its frankly allegorical form should presuppose that acceptance.
The Screwtape Letters and The Great Divorce

pr~sent

a somewhat different approach to setting, as this type of ·
eschatological fiction is probably the least familiar to the
modern reader.

Both works require the premise of the

existence of Heaven and Hell as actual places with angels,
devils, and distinct societies.

There is an inherent

disadvantage in the use of this .type of writing, as it can
be easily mistinderstood.

The cleverness with which Lewis

presented his "sermons in reverse" makes them much more
·palatable than purely didactic exposition, and.thus the
disadvantage should be outweighed ·by the greater audience ·
of readers attracted to

them~

That Hideous Strength, the third book of the "cosmic"
trilogy, is not really "cosmic" at all.

The story takes

place in England, and could be described more accurately as
an earthly story with an "unearthly" atmos phere.

The cosmic

myth, used in the first two books, will not work on

e~rth,
'

and it is replaced with Arthurian myth in this story.

This

book has been highly praised by critics who find fantasies
about other worlds and stra nge planets too unbelievable.
According to one of these critics, That Hideous Stren&th
contains the most complex and impressive use of myth in

13
modern fiction.16

Some reviewers and critics give much

higher praise to the first and second books for the settings
on other planets.
The .Narnia series, written as fairy tales, involves
a suspension of time as well as that of place.

The country

of Narnia is an imaginary place in which people, talking
animals, and mythological creatures share in the many
adventures.

While one generation exists on earth, many

generations come and go in Narnia \'lithin the same time span.
Suspension of time is used in the other fiction of Lewis,
but never to the degree that is so essential to the plot
as in Narnia •
. In this study of C. S. Lewis's use of fant asy to
illumi nate reality, the emphasis is on the scientifiction
trilogy, Out of the Silent Planet, Perelandra, and That
Hideous Strength.

16charles .Moorman, -"Space Ship and Grail: The Myths
of c. S. Le\'ris," College English, XVIII (rftay, 1957), pp . 401-5.

- CHAPTER II
LEWIS 'S VIEW OF REALITY
There is a distinct difference between Co S. Lewis's
idea of a Christian world and the material world he sees
around him.

He does not write specifically about "social

Christianity," as he apparently believes that others will
be more capable in that job if a Christian world, or even
state or country, becomes a reality.

His task, as he sees

it, is to guide people back to Christianity and to a better
personal life in an essentially non-Christian (or postChristian) world.
The tendency of modern man to see his world as the
center of the universe is a most unrea listic idea to Le".'r is.
This egocentric view is undeniably comforting when an
individual contemplates the great unknown beyond the earth.
In Out of the Silent Planet, Ransom experiences the "bleakest
moment in all his travels" when he looks through a telescopic instrument on Malacandra and sees earth as a little
disk in a vast blackness.1

As scientific advances reveal

more about outer space, its complexities and mysteries
ought to force even the most reluctant to admit that this
immediate planet seems to be only a very small part of a
. 1c. s. Lewis, Out of the Silent · Planet · (New York:
The Crowell-Collier Publishing Company, 1962), p. 96.
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great universe about which man knows relatively little.
Ransom, however, realizes that the widely-held
conception of black, dead, barren outer space is not an
appropriate one when he finds himself actuaily speeding
through the radiance of space.

He thinks that the heavens

or "deep Heaven" would be more d.e scriptive about that area
which man really is beginning to learn something of today.
Lewis's depiction of the universe is not that of a lifeless, vast, hostile, endless space.

Edmund Fuller describes

it as "the whole created realm of God, harmonious in the
Great Dance, which is the motion of Galaxies and stars and
of all things, great ar.d small, a toa and orgar.is m. 112

Lewis

admits that there may be not only beings analogous to man
there, but also beings of other higher and lower orders.
Earth is only one small portion of a mighty universe,
and unfortunately for man, it is one of
Lewis's .universal view.

th~

lower worlds in

It is the "fallen planet," the

Silent Planet, an enemy-occupied territory which is under an
evil influence.

A re t urn to the state of harmony and

obedience which is in force in the rest of the universal
hierarchy will allow earth to resume its pro per place.
Until that time, earth is the exiled Thulcandra (Tellus)
which is trapped within the orbit of its own moon.
2 Fuller, 2£· cit., p. 153.

16
As his characters explore the

unfall~n

planets and

other fictional places, Lewis contr9-sts the earth's "fallen"
state with life in his imaginary worlds.

An

even earlier

expression of the isolated position of earth a ppears in
one of his first poems, entitled "In Prison":
And if some tears be shed,
Some evil God have power,
Some crown of sorrows sit
Upon a little world for a little hour-Who shall remember? r.vho shall care for it ?3
In another early poen, Satan dares those who deprecate
I

their \'torld to call on "that other · God," but warns that
they have called him many times before in .vain.4

Earth

is outside of universal cor:Hnunication because its ruler,
the "bent one" {Satan 's title on iJialacandra), took it
with him when he left Heaven.

lfLan not only tends to see earth as the center of the
universe, but he also often believes that man created
himself and his talents.
Wormwood,

~hat

Scre~ta?e

explains to his nephew,

human beings must apply themselves steadily

to v-10rldly gains so that they may be
that the best way to

acco~? lish

\'/O n

for Satan.

He says

this is t o promote the idea

. t o Heaven tnrougn
'
· 'nwr.an aavancement.
·
5
tha t earth may turn J.n

Bondage

3c.

S. Lewis (pseud. Clive Haailton), S'Jirit s in
{London: William Heinemann, 1919), p. 31 .

4Ibid., "Satan Speaks,i'

Le\'lis, Th~ Sc rewtape Letters (New York:
Company, 19b2T, p. 98.

5c. s.

~~cmillan

pp. 35-36.
The
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The Reverend Straik, a character in That Hideous Strength,
is an exce.llent example of a servant of Satan working in
this capacity.
Professor Vies ton, a character in both Out of the
Silent Planet and Perelandra, is an example of the scientist
who believes that man must conquer the universe, and that
infinity and. even eternity are in the hands of the human
race.

Weston states that educated opinion is on his side,

for he does not consider »classics and history and such
trash education."6

Through Screwtape, Lewis says that in

the end men will find out "to whom their time, their souls
and their bodies r eally belong."?

Just as the universe is

the creation of God, even Satan admits that man is created
by that same God.

Lewis believes that man is not the son

of God in the same sense that Christ is his Son.

Man is

to God as an image or a statue is to the real object.
in this view, does not create man to be a failure;

God,

He

wants him to become more like Himself by his own efforts.
Whereas Satan wants to enslave men to v1ork for him, God
wants men to work with Him, in partnership.
In this

vie~.,r

of the hierarchy of the universe, man

has a very definite place.

He occupies a middle position

6 Lewis, Silent Planet, p . 27.
7Lewis, Screwtape, p . 9$.

18

between God (and presumably other higher beings), and the
animal world.

~fuile

man lacks the intuitive knowledge of

o£ the Angels, he is a rational being and this places him
above the animals.

Angels have an intuitive understanding

of things in the universe, but only man shares with God the
senses with which forms of nature can be appreciated.$

Man is at once rational and animal, but ideally never
at one pole or the other.

He is the highest level .of

biological life, capable of reason, and possessing a soul
which belongs to the eternal

world~

These attributes are

encased in a body which exists in time, and whatever that
body does affects the soul.

Therefore, ·man must use his

reason to combat changes which t ake place in his earthly
Time.

He cannot become an instinctive animal with a purely

animal self-love so long as he is rational, but he cannot
become a "Saint" unless he works at it.

Lewis defines

animals as beings subordinate to man, under man's dominion.
If animals have a destiny, it must be related to man.9
When C.
much confusion.

s.

Lewis looks at contemporary man, he sees
The l a ck of religious belief, the lack of

goals, and the ever-increa sing conformity seem to keep

8walter Hooper (ed.), £. s. Lewis: Poe~s (New York :
Harcourt, Brace and v~orld, Inc., 1965), "On Being Human,"
p. 34.
9c. S. Lewis, The Problem ·of Pain (New York:
Macmillan Company, 19571, p. 126.------

The
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modern man in a constant state of turmoil.

He sees this

era as "unbalanced and prone to faction" rather than just
lukewarm and complacent:

people are likely to shift from
one extreme to another in their thinking. 10 As he continually emphasizes in his writings, man longs for an elusive
something.

Lewis describes this longing as an island, a

desire, joy, wonder, or the numinous {awesome mystery of
the unknown).

To Lewis, this longing {Sehnsucht) is part

of man's need to devote himself to something beyond his own
11
.
b eJ.ng.

Modern man seems either to accept vague religions

or to muddle through with little or no religious belief of
any kind, substituting other, easier objects of devotion.

For himself, the answer is Christianity, but he admits that
it is perhaps not the only answer for others.

He obviously

had given a great deal of study to other religions before
becoming a Theist, but after he had accepted the belief in
God, he went on to a positive acceptance of Christianity.
He admits that there are problems in some forms of the
broad field covered by the name of Christianity where
attempts are made to adapt older beliefs t o new knowledge.
He maintains that s ome t hings have to be taken purely on
faith, without the intricate explanations which seem so

lOLewis ·, Screwtape, p. 133.
11This is the subject of an unpubli shed dissertation
by Corbin S. Carnell. See n. 6, p. 2.
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necessary in many of the "watered-down" religions.
In the arts, Lewis sees a tendency to haughty
indifference on the part of artists and -writers, and he
maintains that the artist must take his audience into
account along with his raw material.

Otherwise, the final

result may bec ome ·inccmprehensible, and the majority of
people

w~ll

become confirmed in the belief that business

efficiency is the "real" world, and "Culture'' is merely a
marginal, rather ephemeral activity.

He does not think

it is man's duty to appreciate the "puddles of spilled
sensibility" of many modern novels, poems, ·:and pictures,
merely becaus e they have come into be i ng .

Any such works

should establish some communication with an · audience.

He

. believes that "gr eat v1orks" and "good works" should als o
be good work:

"let choirs sing well or not at all."

12

Lewis's inaugural l ecture at Cambridge in 1954
contains a des cription of what he sees a s the post-Christian
culture of today.

He feels that the ancient pagans and the

Christians .have more in common than either group has with
today's \'IOrld.

In politics, he points out the constant

shifting of the masses as they are influenced by one or
another scheme of government, and the rise of " personality
leaders" who may or may not be the best available to rule

12c_. s. Le·wis, The World's Last N§B~f (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1960), pp.
·•
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the state.

Instead of attempts to keep countries, nations,

and states smoothly and efficiently running, he sees
tendencies to promote any new innovations for an always
"better" life. 13
If modern man has lost sight of higher goals in his
everyday life, his arts, and his politics, he must have
something as a substitute to devote himself to.

Lewis sees

conformity as, if not the goal, at least a guide for getting
along in the world. · He does not like collectivisms which
turn out identical copies of people, and therefore is
opposed to a classless society for much the same reasons.
In the educational field, he is against the modern systems
of spoon-feeding masses of children with ready-made facts
without allowing them the time or the preparation for
individual thought and exploration.
~'

In The Abolition of

.

by analogy, he defines two types of education.

One

functions as the method used by grown birds in tea ching
their young ones to fly and take care of themselves.
other type is comparable to the poultryman
young birds for his own final purposes.

\'lho

The

prepares the

The latter type of

education, according to Lewis, has little value for the
pupil to equip him for the world in which he. must live. 14
13c. S. Le\'lis, They Asked for a Paper (London:
Geoffrey Bles, 1962), Chapt.er I. - 14c. S. Lewis, The Abolition of !·~an (New York:
~4cmillan Company, 194?T; p. 14.

The
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In an

addr~ss

to the graduates of the Tempters'

Training College, Screwtape explains the poor quality of
the human souls being collected from the modern world.
Although the quantity is sufficient, humans are so muddled
and passive that it is difficult for Tempters to raise them
out of Limbo to a level where they are suitable for either
Heaven or Hell.

He admonishes the graduates to turn Hell-

ward habits into principles of society to make these habits
more easily acceptable to the human race.

He says that

"conformity to the social environment, at first merely
instinctive or even mechanical ••• now becomes an unacknowledged creed or ideal of Togetherness or Being Like Folks.n 15
Materialism, Democracy (the philologically corrupted idea of
similarity), Envy --these are the Devil's key words for
conformity.

Lewis is not convinced that conformity produces

great men, great thinkers, or great works.
C. S. Lewis does not believe in the idea of spontaneous progress, although the notion has gaiaed much popularity since the late nineteenth century.

Although he does

not reject the advances of science totally, he will not admit
that all new discoveries are improverr.ents.

He believes

that what he calls an "illegitimate transition from the
Dantinian. theorem in biology to the modern myth of
15Lewis, Screwtaoe,
pp. 156-157.

11

Screwtape Proposes a Toast, 11
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evolutionism or developmentalism or progress in general,"
is in reality unhistorical.

Darwinism gives a pre-existing

myth, that of spontaneous progress, a scientific reassurance.16

Screwtape advises his nephew that a race constantly

thinking of a better

Future, unhappy in the gifts of the

Present; and unmindful of the Past is to the great advantage
of Hell.~7

Some of that thinking time, according to Lewis,

can be used more effectively in learning from the Past.
He sees modern man as one who distrusts and rejects history,
thereby cutting himself off from many of the solid
foundations upon which he should build his own scheme of
life.
What can man do about his present state?

Must he

.continue his sentence under the . "Spirit of the Age"18 and
his overlord, Satan?

If man continues on his present path,

Lewis sees all of the unfortunate trends of his existence
becoming more pronounced.

~~n

will affirm

~an

as a Godlike

being, see the earth as the important and only center of the
universe, have a desire to dominate the whole universe from
this small planet, and attempt to develop himself into a
being to supersede all other species.

Togetherness and

16Lewis, ~ ~vorld 's Last Night, pp. lOlff.
17Lewis, Screwtaoe, p. 70.

18c. s.

Wm. B. Eerdmans

Lewis, The Pilgrim's Regress (Grand Rapids: ·
Publish~ng Company·, l 958), pp. 57ff.
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ever-increasing conformity will grow as communication and
"instant improvement" spread throughout the world.

For

lack of any other recognizable goal in life, men will accept
the inevitable and reject the difficult task of fighting a
world of automata and centralized control.
In That Hideous Strength,. Lewis describes an attempt
by the National Institute of Coordinated Experiments (N.I.C.E.)
to take over control of England.

Everything is be be under

a central control· --the people, the press, the universities,
the government, and the economy.

N.I.C.E. is Lewis's
-··

illustration of machine domination at the very beginning,
with a group of positivist scientists working to eliminate
all the human elements and "crude" nature from the land.
Lewis did not go on in fiction to imagine a world which is
totally dependent upon an artificial
complete control.

~~ny

at mo~phere

writers, such as

under

E. M. Forster

in "The Ivfachine Stops," imagine such worlds and the people
in them.

Some of these fantasies are much more horrible

than Lewis even projects in his portrait of N.I.C.E. and
its ideas of the future.
The Christian world of C. S. Lewis, in contrast to
the scientific state he envisions, is not an easy, car efree
one.

To live in it implies a continual daily r ound of

decision on the part of each individual in an orde rly,
selfless world.

The "New (;fen" must make a const ant att empt

•<,

'I~· J

~5
to fulfill man's high potentiality.

In~

Christianity,

Lewis pictures these "New !:len" with voices and faces that
are stronger, quieter, happier, and more radiant than others.
They love people more, but they are self-sufficient, and do
not ask unnecessary attention for themselves.

By forgetting

about · self, they find their real · inner beings.

They · \vork

at Christianity constantly, making any necessary moral
choices, and they live better lives with truer purpose and
creativeness.

There is an implied serenity and orderliness,

without a rigid obedience, in a joy-filled present •. They
profit from the past and do not \·l Orry unnecessarily about
the future. 19
In such a Christian society as this which Lewis

envisions, there will be obedience to God, respect for
others, and each vlill work for the good of society without
losing his own creative individuality.
be

prid~;

The greatest sin will

the four cardinal virtues will be prudence,

temperance, justice, and fortitude.

~:an's

reward for

unceasing vigor in promoting the Christian world he proposes
is sununed up poetically by Lewis in the poem "Pindar Song":
---'i'lhat are we? V'l hat are we not. A man
Is a dream about a shadow. Only when a
brightness falls from heaven
Can h~~an splendour expand and glow 20
and mortal days grow soft.
19c. s. Lewis, . Mere Christianity (New York:
r.·r a.cmillan Company, 196~pp. 16lff.

-

20H ooper, oo.

·
c~t.,

--

p. 1 5 •

The

·~
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In his fictional works, Lewis illustrates many of the
ideas he discusses in his "layman's theology" by contrasting
the actual world with imaginary ones.

To accomplish this,

he invents worlds of fantasy in which the reality that man
knows often seems illogical and even implausible in contrast
to the fictional ones.

. CHAPTER III
LEWIS'S USE OF FANTASY
In

~

Experiment in Criticism, C. S. Lewis gives his

own definitions of the word fantasy.

As a literary term, he

defines it as a narrative that deals with the impossible or
the preternatural.

It is an invention of the imagination,

especially of the wild, or visonary, imagination.

As a

psychological term, he divides the word into three categories:

1) delusion, where the imaginative is mistaken for

reality; 2) morbid castle-building, which is an escape from
unpleasant reality; and, 3) normal castle-building, \'lhich
can be combined with talent to make an

eas~

transition

from )

a pastime to literary invention.
To the last two categories, he appends what he calls
"guided castle-building," which is an escapism through reading, especially with adventure, success, and love stories.
People in the "guided" group are the least likely to
appreciate literary fantasies, because the hint of anyt hi ng
impossible or implausible ruins their dreams of what might
happen to them some day.1

In an essay on

~airy

stories,

J. R. R. Tolkien refers to fantasy as a "sub-creative art

1c. S. Lewis, An Experiment in Criticism (Cambridge:
The Cambridge University Press, I 96IT, Chapter VI.
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which plays strange tricks with the world and all that is in
it," and he admits that it has seemed suspect to many
people, "if not illegitimate." 2 Tolkien agrees with Lewis
that fantasy is a natural human activity which does not
destroy reason:

"the keener and the clearer is the r eason,

the better fantasy will it make."3

If men do not see the

truth in it, however, fantasy may become delusion.
Lewis did not like the way in which the world around
him was proceeding, and he wanted to express his ideas about
it.

He did this in his expository prose, but, using an old

and honored literary practice of fiction, he turned to
fantasy as another way of saying the same thing.

Although

he may not have had that specific purpose in mind, he was
able to reach a much larger audience in t his way.

The

imaginat ive man within him, and his int erest in the uses
of fantasy by other authors he had read and those with whom
he had contact, such as J. R. R. Tolkien and Charles
Williams, probably encouraged him to try this genre.
Lewis uses fantasy to bring various parts of the
univers e together in one story regardless of differences
in space and time.

To do this, he uses allegory, myth,

a dream vision fr ame , an eschatological "reverse sermon,"
seven fairy tales, and science fiction.

In several

2J. R. R. Tolkien, " On Fairy Stories," Essax.s .
Pres ented to Charles ~;Ji lli ams (London: Oxford University
Press, 1947T, p. 70.
3rbid., p. 72.
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places in his works, he states that allegory is limited to
only one meaning, that which the author already knows, ·but
myth can have various meanings to different people.
allegory,

~

Pilgrim's Regress, and his myth, Till

His
~

Have

Faces, are his most puzzling works to many of his readers
and criti.c s.

These are probably the least read of his

fictional books.

The allegory, written by an extremely

well-read author who pre-supposes the reader's equal
knO\'Iledge, seems obscure to many.

In answer to a lady who

admitted that she found it a struggle to read, Lewis wrote
that it was his first religious book and that he did not
then know how to, or even try to, make things easy.4

He

added headlines reluctantly to a later edition because he
felt that his allegory had failed, and also because modern
readers are unfamiliar with the form.5

Till We Have Faces,

which Lewis apparently regarded as his best fictional work,
has several themes and possibly has too many different
meanings for readers to allow a wider appreciation today.
Both of these books emphasize the errors of pride and
selfishness, and contrast various philosophic and religious
views.
The dream vision frame technique of The Great Divorce

4w.

H. Lewis, 2£· cit., p. 248.

5tewis, Pilgrim's Regress, p. 13~
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is based on the premise of the existence of Heaven and Hell,
and this may limit its. acceptance.

It has fascinating

landscapes and characters to intrigue the reader, but

t~nds

toward a heavy-handed sermonizing which dulls the final
revelation that it was all a dream.

The Screwtape Letters,

in an epistolary form, does not require the same acceptance
of

local~,

but a tolerance of devils might help.

The note

of caution in the Preface is probably ignored by many:
"readers are advised to remember that the devil is a liar." 6
Although Lewis did not particularly like the book \vhich
"produced a sort of spiritual cramp" in its writing, it
probably will continue to be either thoroughly enjoyed or
absolutely detested by all who pick it up] He admits, in
. the Preface to the American edition, that he must have hit
his target because reviews and reactions are either laudatory
or angry.

Possibly the greatest compliment he could have

received came from a country clergyman who wrote that

"much

of the advice given in these letters seemed to him not only
erroneous but positively diabolical."S
The Narnia stori e s were written as fairy t ales, not

6Lewis, Screvvt ape, p. 4.
7rbid., p. xiv.
Srbid., p. v.

;!
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because they are what children want, "but because the fairy
tale was the genre best fitted for what I wanted to say.n9
He does not write "down" to a childish level, and he
constantly mixes real and unreal characters, animals, and
time in the stories.

As children's books, they may not

appeal to the majority of child readers, but they must be
a wonderful discovery when found by that group which ranges
widely in the field of children's literature.

Considering

the recent vogue of J. R. R. Tolkien's "Lord of the Rings"
volumes, Lewis's publishers should be encouraged to reissue
the Narnia books as a series which will delight adults as
well as children.
The science fiction trilogy is somewhat mor e f ant astic
than the ordinary run of novels, but genera lly less so t han
the usual book of this type.

They can be read and enj oyed

.

by those who would never cons ider choosing science f iction
to read, and they can be enjoyed equally by the most a vid
addict of the tales of the future and other worlds.

Lewis's

may seem a bit ordinary and prosaic to the latter, however.
In one attempt to define the genre, Basil Davenport writes:
"science fiction is fiction based upon

so m~

imagined develop-

ment of science, or upon the extrapolation of a tendency in
society."10

Lewis combines his message and his f ant as y in

9w. H. Lewis, Lett ers, p . 260.
10Basil Davenport, Induiry into Science Fict i on (New
York: Longmans, Green ana- o., I955T, p. l4o

..
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one utopia, one utopian sermon, and one dystopia.
Out of the Silent Planet, Lewis's first published
book in the science fiction genre, demonstrates his
ability to construct an imaginative world on an unknown
planet.

The story opens in an ordinary English countryside,

proceeds via space ship to outer space, and returns to a
prosaic scene in England.

In the very first sentence, the

main character is introduced as the "Pedestrian."

This

title only temporarily suspends the identification of
Ransom to establish his present position as a philologist
on a summer walking tour.

As Ransom's character develops

in the story, he continues to be a pedestrian, a man who
accepts situations as t hey are.

In spite of occasional

fears, he goes on his way without looking back.
Although only two short chapters are used to
transform Ransom, who is looking for

overn~ght

lodging ,

into a drugged victim aboard a space ship, the reader has
been eased gently into a suspension of disbelief by the
action.

Ransom is abducted by t wo men who have made one

trip to Jvrars (Malacandra) and are preparing to ret urn.
While they were there, they had been told by the inhabit ants
that t hey could not have any more sun's blood ( pr ecious gems
or meta ls) until one of their race goes to see Oyarsa, the
ruler of the planet.

They "do not know why a re presentative

is wanted, but they are not going to take the chance that

..

JJ
one of them might be killed.

They had quickly packed their

space ship and returned to earth.

Preparations were being

made for a second trip, but they needed to have a "victimtt
to sacrifice to the l~lacandrans so that they could proceed
with their own plans.

When Ransom appears and sends home

to his .worried mother the boy they planned to take with them,
they decide to substitute the "Pedestrian."

Since Ransom

is away for the summer on an unknown itinerary and has no
immediate family, they realize that it might be some time
before he will be missed.
When a space ship traveling through a vast universe
is described clearly enough to give the reader a recognizable
picture, a landing on a strange planet becomes a possibility, if not a probability.

With Ransom's explanation

that "you cannot see things till you know roughly what they
are," vegetation can be pink and purple, waves can slope
the wrong way, and mountains can be unusua lly shar p and
steep.11

Ransom is surpris ed to find that the idea of

Malac andra being a beautiful pl ace with congenia l living
beings inhabiting it has never entered into his speculation
about what could be there.
generally of the unknown.

He realiz es that his fe ars are
His imagination having been

heightened by "H. G. \iells and others," he presume s that

11Lewis, Silent Planet, · p. 42.
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the universe is peopled with unspeakable horrors in a bleak
environment. 12 As he learns more about this new planet, he
has the adaptability to relate unfamiliar characteristics to
his previous knowledge, and to adjust to each new situation.
Ransom, as the main

cha~acter

in a journey to an alien land,

has great similarity to Swift's Gulliver.
an

int~l~ectual

They both have

curiosity about new things , and an ability ·

to understand differences in people, customs, and l anguages.
Ransom, being a philologist by profession, has a slight
advant age over Gulliver in the language department, and he
has no difficulty learning the Malacandran ·.l anguage.
In Ransom's first encoUnter with a hross, "man-like •••
he felt more cert ain of the hross 's rationality" when it
made articulate noises. 13 At first, the hrossa culture
seems as primitive as the stone age on earth, but as he
learns more of the language and customs, Ransom oft en feels
that he is the savage being introduced to a true civilization.
The manner in which the hrossa live is l ess advanc ed materially than what he has known, but the way in which they
conduct their lives seems far superior.

Ransom finds the

hrossa peaceful, contented, naturally continent, and
monogamous.

The closest equivalent t hey have f or the word

evil is "bent," and the thought of killing any other living
13Ibid ., p. 57.
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being (hnau) for any reason is completely foreign to them.
Only God (Maleldil) can .take the life of a hnau, and "at
last it dawned upon him that . it was not they, but his own
species , that were the puzzle.~, 14 \ The Malacandrans seem to
be living the idea lisms that the people on earth have been
unable to achieve.

Ransom recognizes his own determination

to conceal some of the truth WQen he attempts to describe
life on earth for them.

He is r e luctant to describe wars,

and even more, the fact that he has been brought to this
planet as a host age by other humans .

~fuen

he meets the

sorns (s~~oni), 1 5 they are able to comprehend the ide a that
men c an be evil.

They understand that if men have no ruler
.?

over them, as ll!al a candr a has its Oyarsa·, each man will t.'l ant
to be a "little Oyarsa" for himse lf:

"beasts must be ruled
by hnau and hnau by eldila and eldila by i·•Ialeldil. " 16
This definite hierarchy and "cha in·of command" is
completely accepted by the I·•Ialacandrans.

~~leldil,

Under

There is one God,

who is accepted on faith as the ruler over all.

r~~aleldil ,

an Oyar sa rules over each planet in the

universe , a ided by dia?hanous spi rits (eldila).

The Oyarsa's

word is law because he is r;Ialeldil 's r epre sent at i ve , and the

14rbid., 9 • 74.
15Lewis use s both seroni and so rns as the plural in
his book. Sorns will be used in this paper .
16Lewi s , Silent Pl anet , p. 102.
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·eldila are always obeyed by the inhabitants because the
eldila are Oyarsa's assistants.

The Oyarsa on

~~lacandra

is at Meldilorn, the equivalent to a capital city on earth.
Before he arrives there, Ransom has rejected any idea of
a complexity of offices and machines, but he has not
imagined the classic, peaceful atmosphere on this beautiful
island.

The only stone buildings Ransom sees on Malacandra

are there, and he finds it a pleasure to sleep in a real
house again.

This is a guest house to accommodate all of

the visitors to Meldilorn.

Ransom is

unea~y

about the

many 1·1alacandrans who share these quarters.. They do not
seem to suffer any discomforts in the mixture of beings
within the building other than "some differences of the
kind that occur in a railway carriage on Earth.n17

Some

find the place too hot, and some think . it too cold.

As

he listens to the conversations in the hrossa language
which he now understands quite well, Ransom learns more
about the

l~lacandrans.

the three species meet.

Humor seems to appear only when
Ransom finds their jokes quite

incomprehensible, but recognizes variations in the humor
of the three groups of hnau, quite in character with his
previous knowledge of their individualisms.
t

The inhabitants of 1·~alacandra are three distinct
17Ibid., p. 117.
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species who have reached rationality, and they exist
peacefully without any attempts by one group to subjugate
or eliminate the others.

Each species serves in the

capacity best suited to its capabilities, and each lives
in its own way on its own terrain.

The sorns live in big

caves, often solitarily, and are ·identified by Ransom as
an intelligentsia, skilled in philosophy, history, and
astronomy.

They are capable of conceptual understanding,

but are unable to compose poetry, and can understand only
the most inferior poetry of the hrossa.

They are

completely helpless in boats, cannot fish, ·and are poor
swimmers in comparison with the hrossa.

The hrossa live

in hut-like dwellings beside the warm rivers, and are the
.farmers, boat-handlers, and fishermen.

They are also the

musicians and poets of Malacandra, and since they are the
greatest speakers, their language is the universal language
on the planet.18

The pfifltriggi are the t hird s pec ies, and

18There is no explanation given for the assignment of
music and poetry to the hrossa. Their language is more
expressive, while those of the sorns and t he pfifltriggi are
more basic and suited to their solitary pursuits. If the
anthropological theory that language was i nvented only after
the discovery of the fire lengthened the day beyond mere
survival is applied, it is a logical selection. The hrossa
work together, and gather in the evening to entertain each
other with poems and songs. They are a congenial society,
enjoying the companionship of all hnau. Lewis may have had
a sociologic al r eason for assignment or it may have been a
natural selection after he had imagined t he three l anguage_s .

JS
they are forest dwellers who are sketchily described by
Le\·lis..

They are the miners and craftsmen, the artists and

sculptors.

If the sorns think of something which is

necessary, the pfifltriggi will make it, but they prefer
making difficult, pretty, and useless things.
Each species speaks the hrossa language, but each
uses its own speech within that group.

They all seem to

prefer the way ·or life they follow with no desire or envy
for that of the other groups.

In fact, they are rather

scornful in their descriptions of the others' homes, and
each thinks his own far superior. ' They accept the division
of labor among the three species as being the logical
arrangement.

It is difficult to compare the domestic

lives of the three groups as Lewis goes into detail only
on the daily life of the hrossa village where Ransom spends
several weeks.

He describes two

.

~ dwel~ings,

and makes

passing reference to others as Ransom travels with the sorn,
Augray.

The pfifltriggi are known only through discussions

about them by sorns and hrossa, and in one brief meeting
which Ransom has with one on l'leldilorn.

In the Postscript

to the book, "Dr. Ransom" mentions this oversight and
explains a bit more about them, but adds that he does not
think it is necessary to know more.

The pfifltrigg sculptor

on Meldilorn tells Ransom that his people are kept at their
work by their females, and that the sorns take the least
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account of their women. . Ransom meets only hrossa females,
and they are in normal home-and-mother roles within the
village life.
\ When the three Ivi:alacandran species are together,
there is much joking and laughter.

Within a single isolated

group, Ransom finds most conversations to be serious.
Through Ransom, Lewis suggests that .each species is amused
by the eccentricities in the others in much the same way

that people on earth are amused by the antics of the
animals 1'lhich enjoy the status of pets within faraily homes.
He believes that "some instinct starved in us, which we try
to soothe by treating irrational creatures almost as if
they v'lere rational, is really satisfied in l'1Ialacandra ;
don't need pets.n 19 In spite of the laughter and the

they

recognition of inadequacies in the capabi lities of the
other groups, there is great respect for ac complishme nts
within the recogniz ed superior talents of each s pecies .
One sorn tells

~anso m

that he would i magine that having

only one kind of hnau on earth must be narrowing in sympathies and thought because there is no way of
ideas with different ones.
expla nation

th ~t

c o~p aring

your

Ranson did not offer the

there are differe nces of color, customs ,

and langu age on ea rth which might offer some variety in this

19Lewis, Silent Pl a net , p . 156.

area.
The .fi'Ialacandrans live without fear, even without a
fear of death.

Those who. were born in one year are destined

to die at a predictable future date unless there is an
unfortunate accident.

ifuen the time comes, they are taken

to the Oyarsa, and they become "unbodied."
the

real~st,

v

Devine, always

think this process would be a great trick

on earth as it would solve the problem of disposal of
bodies by murderers.

There are no coffins, cemeteries,

or undertakers on Malacandra.

Death is as .natural as

life and faith.
In comparison with many utopian designs, (Out of
the Silent Planet is a very simplified conception of men
. living together in peace and harmony.

Malacandra does

not have a complex society, but many of the elements of
utopia are there.

!'<1an is considered basically good,

adaptable to his society, happy with his lot, and sure
of his future.

Everyone lives within his own group and

each group .lives peacefully with the others.

Everyone

does his assigned work as well as he is able, without
having to work too hard or long, and seems to feel that
he is fairly treated.

There is a type of class society

on the planet, in which the sorns might be class ified as
the aristocracy, the hrossa as the

worke~s,

and the

pfifltrigg_i as the slave·- artis ans, but there is equal

sta~ us
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for all of therrl.

It would be a horizontal structure of

equals rather than a vertical class difference.
Lewis's commentaries on contemporary society are
not obtrusive digressions in this book.

By comparison

between conditions Ransom finds on Malacandra and those
he knows of Thulcandra (earth), the reader is often left
to observe the difference.

The three "earth men" are

types which may be found in most ·worldly societies.

Ransom

is fundamentally good, a humanist, and he expects good in
most of the experiences he has.

He respects differences

in people, and meets strange situations with understanding
and consideration for the feelings of others.

Devine, the

materialist, has as his sole purpose in interplanetary
invasion the exploitation of any riches to be found there.
He is suspicious of unknown situations, but generally
cautious and practical, especially so about his own survival.
Weston embodies most of Lewis's distrust of scientifism
when it is carried to an extreme.

To Ransom, Weston's

philosophy is "raving lunacy,n20 and even Devine laughs at
his "solemn scientific idealism. n21

\vest on's avowed purpose

is to perpetuate the existence of the human civilization
(as known on earth), and he justifies his goal in the belief
that his higher race must survive and supersede the lower
20 Ibid., p. 27.

21 Ibid., p. )0.

tr;;J
ones.
The three species on Malacandra are broad caricatures
of some earth dwellers.

The sorns are the solitary philos-

ophers in their "ivory towers."

They are able to question

Ransom systematically about his world, using the knowledge
they h~ve gained from a wide background of studyo

They are

able to comprehend complicated ideas and design material
objects, but are completely unskilled in more' practical
occupations.

The hrossa are the working class, and they are

extremely efficient in the ordinary necessary pursuits which
provide comforts for all of the inhabitants.

They may not

have the forethought to provide themselves with things to
ensure their futures, like oxygen to survive in the rarer
atmosphere of the planet.

If, however, one · of their number

(or Ransom) were to die from this oversight, the hrossa
could sing a fine song or compose an excellent poem about
the death.

The pfilftriggi are the creative portion of the

society, physically adapted by nature for their manual
activities.

They are capable of complete absorption in

their work, and delight in the beauty of their surroundings
and their adornments.

They are most impatient with questions

about their v1ork, simple menial tasks, or weighty mental
problems which have nothing to do with their skills.
./

The contrasts between the harmony and simplicity of

Malacandra, and the discordance and complexity of earth are
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attributed to the isolation of the "Silent Planet" from the
rest of the universe.

The "Bent One," the Oyarsa of earth,

was driven out of the heavens and bound in the atmosphere of
his own world.

Until

l'/~.aleldil

and "Good" conquer him, the

lives of the earthly inhabitants will have no peace, and
they will live with fear, murder and rebellion.

The unusual

story of his trip is told by Ransom because those on earth
have to be told that the battle needs help from those within
as well as those outside of the realm of the lost planet.
The warning has to be issued in fictional form because a
systematic factual report "would almost certainly result in
universal incredulity and in a libel action from 'Westonr.n 22
Until Thulcandra joins the . Great Dance of a universe which
revolves in obedience to God, there is no hope in the future
for this geocentric planet.

Out of the Silent Planet is a story of a planet which
has grown old, and thus is partially dead and uninhabitable.
Perelandra (Venus) is a new planet, an idyllic land in which
one man and one woman are to face temptation before a new
race takes over the planet.

Ransom, the main character in

the previous book, has been summoned from the earth by the
eldila to travel to this unfallen planet in a coffin-like
22Ib',
-.2:..£., p. 153.

v
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space vehicle which they will control.

Ransom does not knO\'l

what his purpose is to be, but he presumes that his knowledge
of the universal language is important.
the enemies of

~fulacandra,

Wnen Weston, one of

appears on this planet, he

realizes that his task must be to prevent some type of evil
there.
Ransom discovers that Weston has become a much more
dangerous opponent than he had been on Malacandra, as he now
has a knowledge of the language, and his idea of interplanetary immigration is more than . just an obsession.

He

has been taken over completely by the Devil {the Oyarsa of
earth), and gradually he becomes an "Un-man" whose only
goal is to tempt the inhabitants of this new world into
disobedience.

If they disobey, Perelandra will become a

fallen planet and have the same position in
as earth.

-----

e._ uniY...er_se

This is just an extension of Weston's original

idea, but this time he has assistance.
The only inhabit ant Heston meets on Perelandra is
the Green Lady, and he uses every wile possible to persuade
her that it is her privilege and duty to disobey.

This time,

it is not forbidden fruit that will lead to a sinless
world's downfall, but a rule that no one is to sleep on the
one "fixed land" on this planet of water and floating islands.
The Lady does not know why it is forbidden, only that it is.
She accepts the

r~ling

without question through her love of

------

Maleldil until Weston attempts to raise doubts about its
reasonableness.

Ransom suggests that the law may have

been given to her primarily to teach obedience, and she
admits that this could have been Maleldil 's purpose. · So
many new ideas are presented to her by Weston and

Ransom

that she has to consider the value .of each as she grows
"older" in her knowledge.
Just as the Lady has an individual choice of _action,
Ransom is faced with a decision as to how far he will go
to prevent Weston from winning.

When he realizes that it

may be a physical, as well as a mental batt_le, he finally
acknowledges to himself that if it is necessary he will
attempt to
. death.

ki~l

Weston, even though it may mean his own

·Individual choice will determine the outcome of

this battle, just as it has so frequently throughout human
history.
To Ransom, Perelandra is a "warm, maternal, delicately
gorgeous world" 23 where there is "an exuberance or prodigality of sweetness about the mere act of living.n24 · He
feels younger and more alive on this planet where even
taste brings knowledge with pleasure.

~fuen

he arrives

back on earth, his friends are astonished at how much
23c. s. L~wis, Perelandra (New York:
Collier Publishing Company, 1962), p. )6.
24 Ibid., p. 37.

The Crowell-
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he has changed.

He is "almost a new Ransom, glowing with

health and rounded with muscle and seemingly ten years
younger.n 2 5 On Perelandra, the days are a muted iridescent
gold and the nights, moonless and starless, are warm,
scented blacknesso
critics, including Chad Walsh and Stella

~~ny

Gibbons, . praise Perelandra for the colorful, voluptuous
landscape and atmosphere, and suggest that it is Lewis's
most successful scientifiction book.

There are others,

in agreement with 1•:ar jorie Nicolson, who feel that the
book's use as a vehicle for propaganda on a religious
theme out\'leighs the beautiful scenery.

The beauty does

seem to become secondary to the religious philosophy.
I·

Halfway through the book, the struggle between \'feston and

' Ransom has

become a raging fight between good and evil.

The macabre behavior of Weston and the prolonged physical
battle overshadow the beauty of this "Garden of Eden."
According to Kilby, "the author never at any point wished
the story to

beco~e

so obsessive that the moral intention

should be forgotten.rr26
Le\d_s_J~.mph ~izes the childlike goodness and j.2_Y_ to
be found in the sinless, uncomplic ated life on Venus.
2 5Ibic!., p. 30.
2 6Kilby, 2£• cit., p. 101.

Food

1+7
and drink are easily obtainable, and shelter, even from
rain, is unnecessary in the

g~ntle

climate.

Before Weston

and Ransom arrive, there have been only.two inhabitants on
Perelandra, and they have no knowledge of words like good,
evil, duty, home, possession, or time.

Theirs is an "Eden"

in which they live contentedly wherever they happen to be
today, although tomorrow they may be on another floating
island some distance away.

The Green Lady has become

separated from the King in this way, but she has no
conception of a fear of not finding him again.
1'-laleldil wills it, she will be re-united.

When

Weston's assaults .

on her limited knowledge make her wish she could have the
King's advice, but since she knows of no way to find him
she must solve her own problems until he returns.
Ransom is surprised t o find the Lady shaped like
earthly women because the creatures on

~·;ialacandra

different from those he knows on earth.

were so

He does not see

why "different worlds should bring forth like creatures. 1127
Through knowl edge she says she receives from

I\·~aleld"il,

the

Lady explains that since the time i·ialeldil assu:ned the hu.."llan
shape on Thulc andra (as Christ) , reason takes that form on
the ne\'ler ,;>l anets .

f/Ial acandr a is a r:1ore ancient

therefore has other cre a tures.

~,: or ld,

Just as the waves are

2 7c. S. Lewis, Perelandra, p . 61.

and ·
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different on the near and the far sides, so the universe goes
on to newer things.

Ransom is amazed at her knowledge of

such things in her isolation on this emerging planet, but
she accepts the fact that 111aleldil tells her what she needs
to know when it is necessary.

When Ransom meets the Oyarsa

Perelandra, he is told that previously there has. been no
intermed~ary,

such as the Oyarsa on Nalacandra, to rule .

over this planet.
\fuen Ransom first meets the Green Lady, she has no
conception of time as being a thing measured in equal
lengths.

Her life has consisted of being where she happens

to be, eating what is at hand, sleeping when she is tired
or when dark falls, and accepting what .fv1aleldil provides
for her.

She does not yearn for what she has had in the

past or wonder about the future.

Ransom tries to explain

to her that in his world not all events are pleasant and
welcome, but in her
is desirable.

expe~i e nce

all that r•Ialeldil sends her

Ransom finds that he has a profound sense

of fulfillment and complet eness in the experience of the
moment on Perelandra .

The memory of a pleasure is so

satisfying that there is no desire to repeat it.

He wonders

whether he may have repeated pleasures on earth merely
because he felt that he ought to enjoy the remeobered
sensation again although he really lacked the desire for
them.

A recurring theme in Lewis's books is the necessity

.

I
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of being "surprised by joy."
can be repeated on dernand .
write

do~m

It is not an experience which
The hrossa on Malacandra do not

their music and poetry because "a pleasure is

full grown only when it is remembered."

The hrossa might

have a longing to hear some line again (wondelone), but
none would have a yearning for it (hluntheline), and it is
a small distinction but a most important one concerning
Lewis's interpret ation of pleasure.48
The Green Lady finds it strange that peop le

shoul~~

even consider what will or will not happen in the future.~
Since she has no control over it, being subject to M:aleldi l 's
will, she has no int erest in speculation about tomorrow.
\'leston tells her that it is done on earth constantly for
"mirth and wonder and wisdom," and that is how there are
stories and poetry.29

West on continually emphasizes the

future she will never know if she denies it by not disobeying the unreasonable rule of sleeping on the fixed l and.
However, at another time, Weston tries to convince her that
Ransom would be "bad" on earth because he is the type of
person who prefers what was in the past or what is ahead
in the future instead of what he has now.

In this part icular

instance, he is trying to convince her that she s hould grow
28 Lewis
2

1

Silent Pl anet, p. 73.

9Lewis, Perelandr~ ,

P• .

104.

"older" now, and learn through her disobedience rather than
waiting for Maleldil to reveal things to her in His own way.
Weston, like many on earth, is quick to ·use any argument,
even contradictory to his previous statements, if it will
help him towards his goal.
· The Lady's face reflects an expression which has a ·
quality which Ransom recognizes as human, but there is a
calmness and unearthliness which is difficult to identify.
He finally decides that what he sees in her face as gaiety,
gravity, and splendor in one look is the quality painters
attempted to represent when they invented the halo.

He

realizes that the word "human 11 defines bodily form, a
rational mind, and a quality beyond both of these things •
. He had believed previously that there was a community of
blood and experience which united the creatures of earth,
but this species, independently created as another race,
has this same quality.
The Green Lady, Ransom, and the King are naked
Perelandra,. but

~·leston,

j

the evil combatant, is clothedo

Weston had sufficient knowledge about the planet to recognize that the climate would be quite warm, so he arrives
in an appropriate costume of shirt, shorts, and pith helmet.
In his original instructions from the eldila, Ransom was
told to travel without clothes, and he too had presumed
that it was necessary for the planetary conditions.

i:Jhen ·
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he arrives, he is dismayed to find that his one-sided

exposure to the sun during his voyage has left him white
on one side and brownish-red on the other.

Hhen she first

sees him, the Green Lady doubles up with laughter, but
when they meet again she apologizes for her rudeness and
names him "Piebald."

She explains that she has grown

"older," and nm"f she realizes that people do not like to
be laughed at for their appearance.

Gradually his sun-

burned side fades to a more even tone, but she continues
to call him by her original nickname.

He knows her only ·

as the Green Lady until the meeting with the King and the
Oyeresu, when she is named Queen Tinidril.
Although her green color might have been out of
. place on another planet, the Lady seems beautiful and
quite proper in her own world.

Ransom feels that he is

the one who is a monstrosity when he is with her , as he
does not blend with the landscape.

After We ston's arrival,

he accuses Ransom of seducing a "native girl," as she had
been
her.

frigh~ened

by his arrival and Ransoill had been calming

Weston says that he has found "a naked civilised man

embracing a naked savage woman in a solitary place.rr30
Ransom has difficulty in explaining to 'v·Jeston t he total
lack of desire he feels for the Lady,

but before he is

able to analyze it for hims elf, Weston has changed the
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subject.

La~er,

Ransom realizes that the only time she

appears to him as "a woman whom an earth-born man might
conceivably love" is when he sees her attired in the robe
of feathers which Weston tells her will make her more
beautiful) 1 \'/eston is trying to make her understand her
own individuality as a being with an independent mind,
but Ransom finds that the robe makes her look inappropriate
and flamboyant.

The robe seems to make her lose her oneness

with her surroundings, and somehow less beautiful.

Weston

gives her a small mirror, and after looking at herself with
and without the robe, she decides that she ·does not want it.
Weston suggests that she put it away and keep the robe for
a time when she may want it.

"Keep'' is a strange word to

her because she has no idea of possession of objects. Weston
tries to emphasize the beast-like quality of a world with
no gifts, no possessions, and no foresight, but the Lady does
not hear him in her contemplation of herself as a person.
This had been at least part of Weston's goal in making the
robe of

fea~hers,

and Ransom realizes that he has lost this

round of the fi ght.

She is not just concerned with vanity,

but has recogniz ed a being with a soul.
When the two Oyeresu appear in human form before
Ransom, he discovers that gender does not refer merely to

3 1Ibid. , p. 13 5.
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visible characteristics.

The Oyarsa Malacandra is quite

definitely masculine, while Perelandra is feminine, although
both are free from any sexual characteristics.

He is unable

to isolate a single feature to account for the difference.
In the two figures before him, Ransom sees that "masculine"
is a quality composed of strength, vigilance, and a farseeing clarity, while "feminine" impresses him as melody,
delicacy, and inner mystery.

As a philologist, he realizes

the conception of gender he sees here is an explanation for
the masculine and feminine designations given to inanimate
objects in so many different languages.
In the language department, the Green Lady makes
some disc erning comments about the speech habits of earth
people. She protests to Ransom that people of his race seem

(

to speak so often, and he replies that he is sorry that she
thinks he talks too much.

vlhen she says t'hat she cannot

tell what is too much, he explains that in his world when
people say a man talks too much, they wish him to be silent.
To this, she re plies, "If that is what they mean, why do
they not say it?"

She has been amused at his s peak ing when

he has nothing to say, "and yet made the not hing up into
words.n32
At another point in the story, she finds it very
32 Ibid., p. 75.
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difficult to follow a conversation with both Ransom and
Weston, as she has never considered the possibility of more
than two speakers conversing together.

She has no idea of

the art of listening to first one and then to the other.
She finds it very confusing because she gives her whole
attention to the speaker who starts first, and she asks
Ransom to explain how they do it in his world when there
are more than two people.

The Lady also wonders "whether

all the people of your world have the .habit of talking about
the same thing more than once.n33

It seems to her that ·they

should either talk of something different or stop talking!
The combination of childlike innocence and innate
intelligence \'lhich Lewis gives the Green Lady makes her a
fascinating character.

In Lewis's "Garden of Eden," this

"Eve" plays the starring role.

She appears to be younger,

and at the same time stronger, than lJJ.lton 's Eve.

It is

interesting to watch her grow "older" in her knowledge as
she seriously weighs each new idea pres ented to her.

She

is not childish in a manner which is comparable to the
children in Lewis's Narnia stories.

His earth children seem

more like little adults who do foolish "childlike" things.
The Green Lady ha s a simplicity and naturalness which reflect
the life she has lead before the arrival of Weston and

33Ibid., p. 103.
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Ransom.
As Ransom struggles with himself over the lack of
success his talking seems to have in the contest with Weston ,
he feels a stronger sense of the Presence of God.

He then

realizes that he has been aware of this spiritual encouragement since he arrived on Perelandra, but he has been
ignoring. it in the continual debate with Weston.

Even

in reverence, his mind continues to "chatter onn about
his problem because ninner silence is for our race a
difficult achievement.n34

He believes that the argument

is unfairly one-sided as Weston is only a puppet mouthing
the words given to him by the Enemy, while Ransom, on God's
side, has to find his own voice.

\-'/hat the "Un-man" puppet

· says is always very close to the truth, and it is almost
impossible to refute within the limited r ange of the Lady's
present knowledge.

Ransom tries to persuade himself that

he "could not possibly be Maleldil's represent ative as the
Un-man was the representative of Hell.n35

Eventually, he

decides that all he can do is to do the best job that is
in his limited power , as any man has to do when he chooses
to work for God.
Ransom expresses many of the uncertainties which
Lewis had encountered in his explorations into religious
belief.

Ransom has to admit to himself that even t he Church
34Ibid., p . 140.

35rbict., p. 141.

is on Weston's side in the argument that some good has come
out of the disobedience in

Eden.

There has been progress

in the world in spite of the- Fall of man, and no one could
be positive that Creative Evolution was not the predeter-mined pattern for the earth. However, Ransom resolves his
doubts by acknowledging that God brings some good out of
any evil that occurs, although the world may have lost
forever what He had planned for it originally.
Although the Lady has no word for Duty, Weston
directs his attack toward the idea that it is her duty
to disobey, and to do it as quickly as possible so that
the noble deed will be her achievement alone.

He tries

to convince her that if she waits to get the King 's advice,
her great opportunity to do good will be wasted.

Ransom

fears that the fatal false step "would thrust her down into
the terrible slavery of appetite and hate

.

~nd

government which our race knows so well •••• 11 36

economics and
By her

disobedi ence , she ma y lose forever the perfect world she
has known on Perelandra .

As he does so often in all his

books, Lewis counters with an optimistic note after this
prediction of doom.

After all, the Lady was still in her

innocence and no evil intent had yet formed in her mind ,
in spite of the intensity of Weston's persuasion.
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In Out of the Silent Planet, ',;lest on is the epitome of
the scientific point of viev1 at its worst, as seen by Levlis.
Weston's sole purpose on Malac andra is to conquer it so that
man could occupy other planets and thereby perpetuate the
human race.

In Perelandra, he is the victim of more than

just the idea that human destiny is in his hands.

He has

devoted himself (and humanity) to pure Spirit, a cosmic
force, a monistic Life-Force in which God is the thing being
reached for and the Devil is the reaching forward.

At lea·s t,

this is the explanation he offers to Ransom in defending his
monomania.

Ransom gradually recognizes that the cre at ure

who now inhab its Weston's body is as far

b~yond

vice in its

evil intent as the Lady is be yond virtue in her purit y .
Weston, or the "un-man" he now has become, has only one
immediate pur pose , and that is to use any means he finds at
hand to conquer this new and sinless pl anet .
After a prolonged phys ical battle which come s to a
tempo r ary halt when

~eston

flees fro m Ransom , the battered

creature who reappears seems to be a me re human named
Weston again.

He has become a crying , shuddering mass. of

bruises , and in great fear of death he begs Ransom not to
leave him alone.

He soon lapses into incoherent mumblings

which occasionally resemble his evil ravings.

Even after

he has killed Weston, Ransom is not sure whethe r his enemy 's
final words were those of a hum9.n being or if they were

just one final argument by the instrument of evil the man
has becomeo
The const ant nagging torture which the "Un-man" used
on Ransom has made a direct assault on his own f aith.

He

finds it difficult to remember his earlier discovery that
the vast unknown space is rea lly a Heaven which is full of
life.

The great myth of our century, that anything which

cannot be scientifically explained is false, which Ransom
has often mocked as the Empiric al Bogey, seems to recur in
his mind.

However, when he participates in the "morning

day" for this new planet before he de parts for earth, he
begins to s ee hope for at least one small part of the
univer se .

He also has as s uranc e from the Oyer esu that the

time to free Thulc andra fro m the Dark Lord is very near.
vfuen Tor, the King of Perelandra , speaks of the coming
battle to cleanse ea rth and reunite it with the univer se ,
he asks Ransom if there has been no rumor of such a time
among his people.

Ransom re plies that some still have

knowledge of s uch an event, but most earth people have
cea s ed to think about suc h things .

If they do ac kno wl edge

such a pos s ibility, t hey cons ider it an end r ather than a
beg i nning for the planet.
be a beginning :

King Tor agrees that it will not

it will be the correction of a mist ake

which has prevent ed the ea rth fro m occupyi ng its pro per
position in the Great Danc e of the Univer s e.
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Perelandra ends on essentially the s ame theme as does
Out of the Silent Planet.

Until the planet which man lives

on abandons its geocentric t hinking and joins in the battle
to free itself from the real m of the "bent one," it will
never find peaceo

That Hideous Strength, subtitled

11

A .f'.1odern Fairy Tale

for Grown-Ups," is generally linked with the other t wo books
as being part of Lewis's space-trilogy.

It is mo r e accurate

to call it the Ransom trilogy, as he is the main character
in all three book s .

He is the central fi eure in each plot,

although he plays a slightly differ ent role in each.

In

Out of the Silent Planet, he is a captive s pect ator, and in
Perelandra, he is the protagonist, the defender of Good.
In

That Hideous Strength, his role is that of a catalyst •

.

Being incapacit ated by generally declining healt h and t he
heel injury which ha s neve r healed since he receiv ed it on
Perelandra , he is now the "Director" in a fi ght to save
England fro m the Nationa l Institut e of Co-ordinated Experiments (N.I.C. E.) and all it st ands for.

Ransom is a l so the

Pendr agon, an electiv e sov er ei gn of Logr es, in direct
descent fr om orut, the myt hi cal first ki ng of

~ n g l an d.

He

actually has fo ur titles in this book, as he is Rans om, t he
"Director" of St. Anne's, the Pendr agon, and I-1r . FisherKing.

The last name he has tak en as a condition to the

/
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inheritance of a large fortune upon the death of his
married sister.

This sister, Nrs. Fisher-King, had

lived in India, and was sympathetic to a native Christian
mystic who believed that a great danger hanging over the
hW11an r ace would concentrate its full force on England in
the very near future.

Ransom is to gather a counterforce

to watch for the danger and work against it.37
In the Preface, Lewis explains that this

boo~

is on

the same general subject as The Abolition of I·.-Ian , where he
states the problem in this way:
Man ' s conquest of Nature, if the dreams of some
scientific planners are realized, means the rule of
a few hundreds of men over billions upon billions
of men. There neither is nor can be any simple
increase of powe r on I.-~an ' s side . Each new power
\'/On bz man is a power ~ man as well . Each ~~w
advance l eaves him weaker as well as stronger.
Lewis fears the deification of Sc i ence as the panacea for
all the world's ills without regard

.

fort h~

possible harms

which may fall to the human race through scientific progress .
As in the previous books , there is no pos ition of
neutrality possible in the continuing battle between good
and evil.

Although Ransom eliminated

his partner Dev i ne , the materialist

·~Ieston

fro ~

on Pere landra,

Out of the Silent

37In Arthurian Triotych, Charles ~v . Hoorman discusses
the symbo lic meanings of Ransom's titles , and hovJ each ties
in with another area of either t he previous stories or t he
myths used.
JBc. S. Lewis, The Abo lit ion of i·;ran , p . 37.
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Planet, is now Lord Feverstone and is in a high position in
the N.I.C.E. organizationo

He does not subscribe to their

ideals any more than he had to Weston's concerning lV
ia lacandra,
but he is always interested in sharing in power and its
rewards, and he believes that N.I.C.E. will yield great
power in the future.
The tone of this Ransom trilogy progresses from the
wonders experienced on a new planet in the fir s t book,
through the sermon of individual freedom in t he midst of
paradisiacal beauty in Perelandra, to the frighten ing
possibility of events such as those described in

~

Hideous Strength. On Malacandra, two men are pr event ed
from corrupting a planet by introducing material advanc e ments from earth, and on Perelandra, Ransom is instrume nt al
in preventing a recurrence of an Eden-iike Temptation and
Fall.

In That Hideous Strength, Lewis describes the way

in which a s mall but powerful group of people could take
over a town, a state, or a country by using the combined
forces of police, propaganda, and a scientific fac ade.

In

a discussion after the events, Denniston of the St. Anne's
group, observes that there was not a single doctrine pr acticed at N.I.C.E. which has not been proposed by some
lecturer somewhere previously.

But, he adds that "they

never thought any one would a ct on their t heories.rr39
39Lewis, Hideous Strength, p. 371.
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N.I.C.E. is accepted as the "beginning of a new er.a--the
r eallY: scientific era--" with complete sanction of the
government.4°

It is considered a great advance in progress

by intellectua ls, and is accepted by the working classes
as another government innovation for the benefit of all.
In the three books, the degree of violence increases
from the wanton killing of hrossa by Devine and Weston on
l~lacandra,

through the prolonged physical battle between

Ranso m and Weston on Perelandra, to the compl ete destruction
of a town and colleges when N.I.C.E. is destroyed.

The

Institut e approves of the use of "necessary" brutality to
advance the cause, and Me rlin, somewhat l ess squeamish
than Ransom, uses equally brutal methods to eliminate
N.I.C.E.

One of the contrasts between the violence of

"Britain" and the peaceful harr.1ony to be found in "Logres "
is emphasized by the constant fear under

~hich

'

a ll the

N.I.C.E. partisans work , and the watchful serenity of the
life at St . Anne's .

There seems to be more violence than

tranquility in this story which Lewis describes as a tale
of "devilry ."
No journey into spa ce by e arth men is undertaken to
advance t he plot of That Hideous Strength , but the Oyeresu
of the previous books play a vital role in the story .

4°Ibid., p. J.S .
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Although the action takes place in England, elements of
fantasy are added with Arthurian myth, the illusion of a
man's disembodied head running the N.I.C.E. organization,
and the visions which are used by Ransom's group .

Because

they have such "unearthly" pov-1ers, the direct action of the
Oyeresu in the expected fight might bring about the complete
destruction of earth as a pl anet .

It is therefore necessary

to use a medium who is able to absorb their powers.

Ransom

acts as a bridge of communicat ion between the Oyeresu and the
planet, but he is considered too weak for the actual battle ,
l.\'lerlin, who has been moved out of earth.' s one-dimensional
time for fifteen centuries (in a "parachronic staterr4 1 ), is
the perfect man for the job,

His magic goes back to an

earlier age when matter and spirit were not as separated as
they are in the present time .
r~e r lin,

the ?endragon , and Log res are the only

elements of Arthuri an myth used by Le\vis in this book.

The

village of Edgestow once was the heart of ancient Logres,
and the historical Merlin is believed to have worked in
what eventua lly v-:as named Br&.gdon ·,;ood.

This is the area

which is to become the site of the new N.I.C.E. headquarters ,
and both the Institute and Ransora believe that
be found so:ne·,ihere under the

41Ibid., p . 226.

~i/ood .

r~:e rlin

wi ll

However, N. I .C .E. i s not
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positive about his exact loc ation, and Ransom cannot get
access to the area.

Dr. Dimble and Ransom have acquired

more knowledge about the Arthurian story than orthodox
scholarshi p knows, but only Jane Studdock's visions of
~1erlin 's

"tomb " and l at er of his escape are t he real clues

to his existence.
The "Head·" of the Institute is supposedly the fir st
experiment in a breed of "New ~en.n42

The head of Alc asan ,

a criminal who was guillotined , is made to appear alive.
Filostrato , a scientist at the Ins titut e , has carried out
a r emar kable experiment by preservi ng the head , but even
his scientific skills are not advanced enough to dev e l op
a new species which i s all head.

The communic at i ons from

t he head may be from the earthly equivalent of the eldila ,
or th ey may be mere ly a trick of e l ectronics .

Lewis l eaves

the source of t he eerie s pe eches vaguely undefined .

Even

Filostrato , who i s constantly in charge of the sterile
room in which it is kept, does not r ealize that the head
is not act u:1lly speaking . Apparent ly 'Hither , the Director ,
has knowledge about the source , but he does not reveal it
to anyone else .
Jane St uddock plays an important r ol e in the fight
agains t the evils of N.I. C.E. She has a most import ant gift

- -· - -·- 42These " Neh' I''ien" shoul d not be confus ed with Lewis's
Chri stian " New Men" ment ioned above .
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o:f vision, "the pOvJer of dreaming realities, n43 and her
assistance is sought by both sides. · The N.I.C.E. officials
recognize her power,
for them.

~nd

they desperately want her to work

They do not want to risk too muc h force to get

her to the Institute for fear that she will become so
frightened that she will los e her gift.

They keep after her

husband, Nark, about having her join him there, but as in
so many of their procedures , they give him every r eason
except the r eal one for their interest in his wife.

He

realizes that she will see things in a different light than
he does, and is afraid that she will question the wo rk he is
doing in vJhat he believes will be a most important job.

When

EdgestovJ is terrorized by the N.I.C.E. police, r-:Ia.jor Hardcastle acts on her own authority and "arrests" Jane.

She

manages to escape in the confusion and joins the group at
St. Anne's, which she has l earned about from Dr. Dimble
and his wife.
dre~~s,

She has been fri ghtened by her recurring

but when the events in them are explained t o her

as being "ne\'JS items ," she learns to accept and report them
as her contribution to Ransom's ca use.
In thi s combinat ion of mystic&l powers and earthly
~vents,

C. S. Lewis writes in a style similar to Charles

Williams, a contemporary author who was one of his close

43Lewis, Hideous Strength, p . 65.
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friends.

In All Hallows Eve, Williams has a plot involving

the eventual takeover of the world, not by · a group, but by
one man using mystical

a~d

"magic" powers.

~i/illiams

's

book contains a strange blending of this world and the next,
but Lewis brings the Oyeresu dO\vn to earth only to transfer
their power to Merlin who has been brought back from another
world. 44
Merlin's arrival and his difficulties in adapting
to Ransom's time illustrate Lewis's skill in blending his
knowledge of two different eras.

Ransom does not have an

easy time in explaining to

that the world is not

I"~Ierlin

quite the same as it was when he was there before, and that
different tactics are necessary.

Lewis makes an interesting

comparison between Merlin and the tramp who is belie ved to
be Merlin by N.I.C.E.

Both men are out of their usual

element, and seem peculiar to the people around them.

The

tramp, an unusual character for Lewis who generally wrote
more knowingly about his peers, is vividly portrayed as a
man with a strong sense of survival who has lea rned from
experience how to get along in the world.

lt.erlin, as a

man who is more accustomed to take charge of situation s,
needs Ransom's calm explanations and careful planning to
efficiently carry out his role in the plot.

4 4charles ·,:illiams, All Hallows Eve (New York:
Pellegrini & Cudahy, 1948).,-
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The description

of the arrivals of the Oyeresu

surpasses even Lewis's earlier scene on Perelandra when
two appear before Ransom, the King, and the Green Lady.
The whole atmosphere at St . Anne's changes as each Oy:arsa
arrives there, and those who are below in the kitchen find
their behavior shifting accordingly during the "descent of
the Gods."

When the skill of Viritrilbia (Iv!ercury), the

warm vibrations of Perelandra (Venus), the clear vigilance
of

l''~lacandr a

(Mars), and the numbing weight of Lurga

(Saturn), have influenced the mood of the household, a
majestic, heroic energy announces the arrival of GlundOyarsa, "King of Kings ••• known to men in old times as
Jove. n45

The power of thes e five is given to I11erlin, and

the next day he looks different because he is no longer
his own mano
The plot of That Hideous Strength is much more
complex than those of the previous books, and many characters play important roles in the story.

The good side

under Director Ransom is composed of an oddly assorted
group of people who live and work together in a communal
type of household at St. Anne's .

They do not ahvays agree

on the procedure which they should follow, but they do
accept Ransom's judgment as being the fin a l decision .

45Lewis, Hideous Strength, p. 327.
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waits for orders from the Oyeresu before he takes any
positive action.

When MacPhee , the sceptic of St. Anne's

suggests that Ransom may as well dissolve the company as
they are not really doing anything practical , Ransom replies
that he has no such power .
first . pl ace .

He did not choose them in the

They all .were selected accidentally, and it is

up to the individual choice of each as to whether he will
stay there or l eave.

They remain because it seems to be

the right thing to do.
The N.I.C.E. organiz ation is also an oddly assorted
group which supposedly is working for the
scientific progress .

advance~ent

of

Actually, there is little in the way

of any scientific r es earch go ing on the r e , and the individual members are engaged mainly in their own little power
struggles \·lit h in the larger power plot .

f•!ark St uddock, as

a new member , i s told repea t edly that "elast icity" is the
keynote of the Institute.

It is so "elastic " that he is

never s ure just what his po sition is there .
realizes

t ~a t

However , he

t hey a re quite sincere when t hey t ell him

that no one ever le aves.

Professor Hingest tri es and is

mysteriously killed, a nd Ma rk tries to escape and i s quickly
reca ptured .
In this long and complica ted book, the s a tiric a l
eleme nts a r e minor compared to the intric ac i es of character
and pl ot .

Some of Lewis's f a vorit e t a r gets are s a tirized .
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as he writes about large organizations, college politics,
nel"'spapers, the attitudes of a couple of young adults ·,
the idolatry of science, and other facets of the modern
world.

~~ybe

he exaggerated his descriptions for effect,

but often they come so close to the truth they are more
frightening than pure fant a sy.
Lewis explains in the Preface that he chose his own
profession to write about bec ause it is the only one he
knows well enough.

He invents a small college for fictional

convenie nce, but discl aims any reme.mbla nces betiveen it and
any college with whic h he has been as sociat ed.

Bracton

is a g r aduate college within Edgestow Univers ity, and
was founded in 1300 as a place where le a rned Fellows were
to

pr~y

for the soul of Henry de Bracton and to study the

laws of England.

In the 1900's, only a small percentage

of the Fellows study law, and none ("perhaps") of them
pray for the soul of Bracton.

Within the college , there

are the Progressives and the Obstructionists, and both
sides take very definite positions on all subjects.

r,~'hen

the Progressive eleme nt wa nts to push through an import a nt
matt e r such as t he s a le of Collebe land to ensur e the
loc ation of N.I.C.E. ther e , t he f aculty meeting is engineered quite adroitly.

First, serious fin ancia l pro bl ems

about necessa ry expenditures a nd salary increases are
brought up for discussion.

"Fellows of colleges do not
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always find money matters easy to understand:

if they did,

they would probably not have been the sort of men who
became Fellows of colleges.u46 Next, the honor of the
College is invoked in the suggestion that a definite

con~it

ment has been made to the National Institute of Co-ordinated
Experiments.

Finally, after a very lengthy meeting during

which many other matters are discussed, "the advantages of
the sale discovered themselves one by one like ripe fruit
dropping into the hand," and all the previous problems are
47
solved.
The few members who have the courage to protest
the destruction of great traditions find themselves in a
sma ll inarticulate minority.
Since it i s most important that a progressive college
.have some influential connections in the "outer ·world," it
is quite reasonable to the Progressives that Lord Feverstone
should absent himself from any teaching at the College .

He

"might" be in the next Cabinet , and he is much more valuable
in Londono

ifuen i·:Iark tells Feverstone that there has been

1

some talk of making his lordship the next Warden , Mark
realizes that from Feverstone 's point of view "this was like
the suggestion that he should become Headmaster of a small
48
idiots' schoolo"
Fortunately, Feverstone does not t ake
Mark's remark seriously, and says that it is a perfect job
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for "a man who loves business and wire-pulling for their own
sake and doesn't really ask what it's all about .n49

Curry,

the man Feverstone proposes as being fit for the job previously has been provoked into admitting that it is necessary
to sacrifice all the scholarly pursuits he mi ght make just
to keep the college from becoming stagnant.

In baiting

him· into such an admission , Feverst-one observes that "in
order to keep the place going as · a learned society, all the
best brains in it have to give up doing anything about
lea.rning .n50

The present Warden of Bracton is an elderly

civil servant "who had certainly never been contaminated
by academic weaknesses since he left his r athe r obscure
Camb ridge coll ege in the previous century, but who had
written a monumental report on National Sariitation .n51
Originally, he was elected as a triumph in the Progr essives '
fi ght against "academic grooves ," but they. now find him more
of a hindrance than help to their cause.

He underst ands

very little that goes on at the College, and only one
member of the facult y makes an attempt to explain things
to him, and that usually unsucc essful ly.
When the question of a candidate for f:Iark 's vaco.ted
Fellowship at the College is discussed by Curry and Feverstone , the l a tt er suggests that it would be a good plan to

49rbid., p . 40,

SOr·
'd.• , p .
_21:_

51 _I bid., p . 34.
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have a specific man in mind, for anything is liable to
happen if the election is left to the whole faculty.

Since

Mark has held an undesignated FellovJship 1 Fever stone
suggests a possible candidate in Politics.

vfuen Curry

proposes Social Pragmatometry as a new subject, :F'everstone
agrees and observes that his man will be very good in that
field.

The proposed candidate did quite badly in his

finals (due to illness), and has only a third degree, but
he was known as the most brilliant man in his class in
spite of his poor showing.

Curry admits that the y have

had some very unfortuna t e elections recently, as he gl ances
around the common room.

Feverstone, however, says that

even t he i r worst se l ections , their handpicked candidates,
. are never as bad as t hose which the college makes when
left in charge of such thingso
In a discussion with the Dimbles, Jane admits tha t
~~rk

has neve r talked to her about events or business at

the College .

Dr. Dimble laughs, and says that good husbands

never do, except ''about the business of other people's
colleges . 11 52 This is her explanation of why she has no
idea about what is going on at Bracton, or why the

Dimbles

are likely to los e their home in the sale of l and.

VJhen

~~rk

escapes from N.I.C.E. and goes to see Dr. Dimble to

52fud., P• 30.
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ask him if he knows where Jane has gone , the Institute
police who are following him do not know which person he
visits in the college building.

They do know who is there

at the time, but of the three present , they dismiss Dr.
Dimble as being the likely one.

He is · "purely academic,"

"impractical," "too full of scruples," and, "except that
he's a Christian, there isn't really much against him.n53
This man who is dismissed as such a nonentity is one of
Ransom's strongest allies .

Lewis's good chara cters are

seldom pa rt of a power structure or politically influential
people.
When r•!ark is being persuaded that his most im;_Jortant
job at the Institute is to write propaganda to facilitate
. N.I.C.E.'s progress in Edgestow , he is told that it is not
necessary to wait for an event to happen before writing
about it.

They do not v-rant it reported as it has happened,

bec ause they want it described in a manner favora ble to .
N.I.C.E.

As Ransom explains to

r:~erl in

about the situation

in the town, there is now an "engine called the Press vThereby
the people are deceived. n54

The propaganda works so ·w ell

that stories of N.I.C. E. brutality are dismissed as ru:nors.
Mark cannot believe that educated people can be fooled by
the

manuf~ctured

stories he has been told to write, and

53Ibid., p . 237 o
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Major Hardcastle tells him that they are just the ones who
will believe such news items. · She says that the vJorking
class suspe cts all of the

se~ious

are propaganda, and these

~eople

articles in the newspapers
only buy the papers for the

football results and the sensational murder s to r ies .

It is

the educated who are conditioned to beli eve anything which
is written.

r~1ark

's own education as a sociologist "had had

the curious effect of making things t hat he read and wrote
more r eal to him than things he s aw ••• for, in his own way ,
he believed as firmly as any mystic in the supe rior r eality
of things that are not s een . "55

Aft er the exod us from

Edgestow begins, Mark discov ers that even the working classes
in the outlying areas have been dece ived into a complete
absence of indignat ion abo ut what is happe ning there.

They

have little sympathy for the refugees who are fleeing the
town.
The v ery name of the enemy organizat ion, the Nat iona l
Institute of Co-ord ir.ated Expe riments ridicules itself when
reduc ed to the abbreviation of N. I.C.E.

The alphabetical

title becomes even more ludicrous as the organi zation's
met hods are reveal ed.
priateness of

" i~ . I

Lewis neatly underlines the inapp ro-

.c . E • 11

with Jane 's thought as she escape s

the chaos of Edges tow to join the group at St . A:::me 's:

55 Ibid ., p . 87 o

"she
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wanted to be with Nice people, away from Nasty people •••• u56
The first objective of N.I.C.E. is compl ete control
of the whole a rea of Edgest ow r egardle ss of the consequenc es .

Their procedure is to promote unrest so that the

N.I.C.E. police are permitted to move in and take charge .
By pretending that they are there to protect the townspeople from the unruly ruffian workmen who are building
the Institute buildings, they t ake over all police action
in the whole area .
authority, and

N.I.C.E. has unlimited funds, unlimited

unl~mited

numbers of policemen (and women}

to ove rride any opposition to its pl ans.

If it becomes

nec essary to move a river, destroy a town, drive away
inha bitants, or even murde r, they will do it. Then, with
control of all forms of communication, it i s possible to
explain that it did not really happen the way peopl e say
it did.

The symbol of the Ins titute, which is displayed

on l a r ge posters everywher e in the tov-m, is "a muscular
male nude gr asping a thunderbolt. 11 57

The announced purpose

of N.I.C.E. is the establishment of a l arge- scal e organization which wi ll put '' scienc e i tse lf on a scientific
basis."58

Even Feverstone begins to believe that the

destiny of man can be controlled

11

if 3cience is r eally

given a fr ee hand " to "t ake over the human race and recon -

57Ibid., p . 215o
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dition it:

make man a r eally efficient animal.n59

Within th e organizat ion, the best way to get along
is to do v1hat one i s told to do ·without asking too many
questi on~.

If

~h e

work is done well, you will get other

jobs to do, and eventually the purpose of the N.I.C.E.
"army" will become clear·.

Before Hingest was murdered,

he told Mark that it is all a politica l cons piracy.

l'IJ.ajor

Hardc astle , who is in cha r ge of the N.I.C.E. police, says
it is strictly non-politic al as all r eal powe r is in this
world.

l';iark is informed that the existence of the human

r ace i s dependent upon

th~

sc i entific accompli i hme nts of

the Inst itute. \ Late r, he l earns that most of the human
race i s quit e supe rfluous in the Technocra cy of

t o morrow~

Nark finds himself just as confused as many people, both
~rithin

th e Ins titute a nd out s ide it, about the r eal purpose

of N.I.C. E.
One N.I.C.E. official says that the great majority
of the human r ace ca nnot be educated towa rd more intelligence, only given knowl edge in t ext book form.

Wars are

just one of the ways to reduc e that l a r ge unint elligent
population which no longer will be necessa ry for agriculture
and other ty pes of manual l abor .

For the scientists who

will run th e world of the future , a conditioned objectivity

59rbiq., p . 41.
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of mind is very necessary.

It is only when they start to

"condition" I·,I ark 1 s mind that he really begins to examine
his ideas and ideals, and discover what·he really believes.
According to Ransom, the N.I.C.E. organiz ation is
really a cover for the "Hideous Strength" which holds 11 all
this Earth in its fist · to squeeze as it wishes. 1160 The
c

modern \vorld is described for Merlin as be ing completely
poisoned by the Dark Power that rules the planet.
However far you went you would find the machines,
the crowded cities , the empty thrones, the false
writings, the barren .beds: men maddened with false
promise s and soured with true miseries , worshi pp ing
the iron ·wo rks of their own hands, cut off from
Earth their mother and from the Father in Heaven . 61
Lewis's antipathy towards the advancement of sc ience
at the sacrifice of natural things is most clearly illustrated by t he speeches of Filostrato, the only r eal working
sci entist at the Institute.

His ideal world is one of

perfect purity in which the three things that most offend
the dignity of man--birth, breeding , and death--will be
eliminated .
gro~~h

He thinks that the moon , with no at mosphere ,

or decay , must be

abso l~tely

perfect .

He prefers

the tra ined , cultivated garden tree to the wild f orest
s pecimen .

The very best tree he has ever seen was an

aluminum tree which never decays, di es , · or even makes a mess .

60Ibid., p. 29Jo

6 1Ibid., p. 293.
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Filostrato really hopes that one ct,ay the planet 'w'lill be
shaved to get rid of all of the impure organic life.

Then

everything can be r epl aced with n eat, artificial obj e ct s
which will not offend in any way .
'w'lill be created.

Even an artificial God

"lt is a man--or a b eing made by man--

who wi l l fin ally ascend the throne of the unive r se .
rule for ever. 1162

And

\'lith the help of I·:IerJ.in and the Oyeresu , N.I .c .E .
( and Britain, t he secular materi a l '"orld) loses the i mmedi ate battle which i s described in That

Hideo~

§_!, r ength .

Lewis's message in this fantasy is the s ame as i n the
other books .

The job of heaJ.ing TelJ.us (Thulcandra or

Eart l1 ) and r eturning it to it s proper pl ace i n the universe
. depends on the s mall spark which mus t be kept alj.ve in a
.f ew people (Logres in England ), and this wiJ.l be the only
det errent to the compl ete destruction of the planet .
good overcor.tes evil ,

t~ere

will be othe r batt l es and othe r

Edgestows in the continuing war on Earth.

62 Ibid., p . 179.

Unti l

CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION
There are r eaders who either do not or cannot
underst and fantasy or science fiction .

Like so many

things which are un explainable or unusua l i n the everyday
world~

an unrealistic world i s fri ghtening to some people.

Concerning science ficti on , Gilbert Highet writes that
"the worst thing about it is that wheneve r it looks into
t he futur e it shows us something like the present , only
worse . 111 To t hi s, it coul d be added that whenever it
loo ~s

at life on this pl anet fro r:t another v,ro rld, i t sho\•ls

us somet hing like it i s , only worse .

By movi ng outside

of our selves, our surroundings , our country , or even our
pl anet , we often are surpri sed by t he vi ew .

Suddenly ,

the good and the bad , the im9ort ant and the uni mpo rt ant ,
and the areas of e xcellence a nd those whi ch ne ed i mpro vement , all a r e s een i n a different light.
It would be , and is , perfectly fe asib le to wri te
r ealistic a l l y about t he deficiencies and excel l ences of
man and his •....-orld .

l'1:oralist s , phi l osophers , sociologists ,

sci en tist s , and ot he r stude nts of hu:n.anity do just this ,
with va rying degrees of success .

I t i s more entertaining ,

1Gilbert Highet , People , ?laces and Books (Oxford :
Oxford Unive rsity ?r ess , 19 5JJ , p . 130 .--
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and may make a more lasting impression on some readers ,
when the same subjects are exami ned in f antasy .

As didactic

as Lewis occasional ly becomes in his fictional books, he
never appears to be quite so sermonic when he preaches i n
a suspension from reality .

In Edmund Fuller ' s discussion

of Charles Williams and C. S. Lewis , he states that with
both . \vrit ers , the most poi.;erful expression of their
theological thought is to be found "ir.. their imaginative
rathe r thar. didactic v10rks . 112
In defining realism as a literary term , Lewis
distinguishes -bet\veen
of content .

re al ist~!

of pr esent ation and realism

The fo rmer , which he uses , makes the story

so vivid that it appears to be r eal even though it is
fant asy .

The writer canr.ot decei ve unless the reader is

convinc ed t hat the writer is telling the truth .
reali sm of content is quite different:

The

everyt hing must

be probable and be accurate with no suspension of reality ,
for "admit t ed fantasy is prec isely the kind of literature
which neve r deceives at all. 11 3
Lewis gives

so~e

In a l etter to an author ,

criticisms of her book together with

rule s to be observed in writing fantasy .

The mos t important

rule i s that the author should never break the spell :

2.t'-' u ]..]_e r ,

.£_~ .

.£_1. t . , ? •

3 Le\ds , ~xt?_eriment ,

239 •

p . _ 67 .

--

"do

nothing v;hich will vJake the reader and bring him back v:ith a
bump to the common earth . u4

The whole setting has to be so

real that it seems perfectly plausible , but the use of too
much detail t ends to blur the r eade r's focus and could break
the illusion .

As a n example of the

co~nonplace

spoiling the

magic , he mentions the acceptable use of a bus as a mode of
transportation in a f a ntasy .

It is only when the author has

added upholstered seats, l avatories , and r estaurants to the
mech<J.nical object that "it has a ll turned into commonplace
t echno logical luxury. 115

Lewis ' s bus in The Grea t Divorce is

a brilliantly colored wonder which flies through the air
with little assistance from the driver .

There is even a

line of impatient, pushing passengers waiting to board it.
The inside of the bus is described only as "half full , " a nd
having seats, windows which go up and down , and a mirror at
one end .

Just the details that carry the necessary action

of the story are included .
'v\fhen the non-fan of science fiction reads examples
of this genre , any serious i mp l a us i bility or discorda nt note
m<J.kes the whole story seem ridiculo us .

It becomes fantasti-

ci sm rathe r than fantasy , and t here is fine line between the
two .

In Lewis ' s fant a sy , he does not l et the r eade r return

4·,·
W.

t.;

n.

5Ibido

Lewis, Letters, p. 278 .
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to the real world until he is re ady to t ake him t he r e .

On

the othe r hand , he does not l et hi s sett i ng ge t s o bi za r re
thtJ.t it become s r i diculous .

This is a common f ault with

ma ny writ e rs of fant as y , and es peci ally , of scie nc e f i ction .
I n That Hideous Strength, the setting i s rais ed slightly
abov e r ealit y \vith an air of the unusua l , or by a pr emonition
that somet hing is about to happen in even ·t he ordi nary
domestic sc ene s .

The r eader never l oses t he fe e l ing of the

me na ci ng pr esenc e of N.I .C .E ., or at l east of t he dange r
hanging ov er the a r ea .

On Per el andr a , duri ng t he long

cont est bet 'tTeen Hansom and ';lesto n , l i ttle t ouches of the
st r ange pl anet a r e i nte r sper s ed to keep t he locat i on i ntac t .
In the l as t , long a r g ument , the f a nt asy does not slip ou t of
charact e r bec ause of the dark ne ss , the st range fis h the men
are ridi ng , the other creatures i n the wa t er , and Ransom' s
t houghts abo ut t he whol e n i ght marish sc ene .
Lewis ' s de s cript i ons of l a nd s ca pes , ob j ects , and
peop l e a r e s o vivid t ha t the r eader might s ay that he can
give all of the s pe cific de t ai J.s about t hem , and yet a
c lose r r ead i ng for parti cul a r s will r eveal only ca r efu lly
s e l ect ed qua l i ti es whi ch n ake U? a t ot a l pi c t ure .

Although

his pri mar y pur pos e i s t he moral me s sage of the st o r y ,
Lewi s ne ver lo s es the i maginati ve t hread which hol ds it
t oget he r .

I n The Four Love s , he accura t e l y cha racte ri ze s

his own ability to sust a in his

i magi n ::~. tiv e

s ett i ngs :

"if

we describe what \ve have imagined we may make others , and
even ourselves, beli eve that we have really been there . 116
In a review of Perel and!'a , Ali staire Cooke calls the
book "a fantasy compensation for .fl.k. Lewis' deep dissatis faction with mankind and the world he inhabit s . 14 7 Regardless
of agreeme nt or disagreeme nt with Mr . Cooke's evaluat ion of
this particul ar book, this does raise a quest i on of Lewi s's
practica l knowledge of the world with which he is suppo sed
to be dissatisfi ed.

For the gr eater porti on of hi s life ,

he was a te ac her, sc holar, and writ er who emer ged only
occasionally from his r at he r cloi st ered atmosphere .

He

a pparent ly disliked tra vel, automobil es , newspapers , and
eve n the theater .

He has been described a s very reserved

and i mpersonal with all but a very few clo se friends , and
he was a man who va lued his privacy .
His id eal life was a carefully pl ained schedule with
spec ific hours a llotted to solit a ry work, companionless
walks, and quiet conte mpl ation in each day .

He apparently

did not succ eed in living this ideal for any gr eat periods
of time , however , as he t aught until a f ew mo nt hs before his
de ath , and his days were filled with tuto ring , corres pondence ,
and even househol d problems .

It may be that he provides a

bit of a utobiography v:hen 3cre\'ltape t e ll s his nephew that

6c .

S. Lewi s , The Four Loves (New York : Harcourt ,
Brace and Company , 19b0),--p:-192 .
7 Ali st a ire Cooke , "Mr . Anthony at Oxford , 11 New Re public_ ,
Vol. 11 0 ( Apri l 24 , 1944 ), p. 5SO .

each day a man r egards hi ms elf the lawful posses sor of
twenty-four hours , and that unexpected demands on his time
ange r him.

The point he is making in the book is that time

. HlS
. s e rv1ce.
.
$
b e 1 ongs to Go d , not to man , to b e use d 1n

It

i s pos s ible tha t Lewis became i mpatient wit h unex pe cted
interrupt:Lons for thing s he thought unne ce ssary .
He wa s not a Purit a n who believed t hat eve r yt hi ng t hat
is enjoyable is bad for ma n .

Temperanc e , not abst inenc e , is

the keynot e of his Chri s ti an life .

He enjoyed t he compa ny

of the author s \vho met to di s cuss their v1ork s in pro gr ess
at fre quent int erva ls .

\fu en meeting strange r s , he wa s

ver y a;,;are of t he ir di s comfort at making conve r s a tion,
and in spit e of rumor s to the cont r a r y , enjoyed t he company
of v1omen .
As f or t he worl d a r ound hi m, he di d not l ike t hose
who were contempuous of the pa s t , or tho se who put t he ir
compl et e f a ith in t he machine a nd the t echnic a l adva nc es
be i ng made .

~/h e n

I . 0 . Eva!l.s wrote Lewi s that N. I . C.E. was

not quit e the f antas y some peopl e t houg ht i t was , his re ply
st at e s "t he t r o ub l e abo ut wri t i ng s a ti r e i s t ha t t he r eal
wo rld always anti ci pat es yo u a nd what wer e meant f or exagge r a tions t urn out t o be nothi ng of t he sort . 11 9

207 o

He

disapproved of l arge organizations , mass product i on s ystems ,
materi al goal s , any type of col lectivi sm , and advert i sing
methods .

He distrusted men in authori ty , the "adj usted"

man , intellectual snobs , mod ern education , and togethernesso
I n a l etter , he states that government i s "at i ts best a
neces s a ry evil" and should be kept i n its proper place. 10
Obviousl y he did not dislike all these things with equal
fervor , but they are a ltlOng the many objects of his satire .
As may be deduced from the precedi ne list , any form of
self-d ece ption or pride was distasteful to him.
To one corr es ponde rit , he suggests the formation of
a St agne1ti on Pc:.rty whi ch could boast that not hing of
im?ort ance had taken pl ac e during it s t e rm of office .11
When the Society for the Pr eve ntion of Progr e ss (of

~alnut

Cre ek , California ) offered him membership in their organization , hi s r eply i s that he feels he was born a memb er .

"I

sha ll ho pe by continued orthodoxy and the unremitting
pra ctice of Re action , Obstruction , and St agnation to give
you no r ea s on fo r r e pe nting your f avour . 111 2

In his corre s -

pondence , just as in hi s book s , the r e marks may be humorous ,
but the unde rlying mean ing is only pa rtly so .

It could be

said that he l ooked at the modern world much as he viewed
hi s imagina tive v:orlds , not as an explorer or a tourist , but

10-.Ll:__.
b' d ' p . 2 18 •

11

Ibid ., p. 179 .

12 Ibid ., p . 204 .
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from the out s i de , as a s pe ct ato r .

~ ith

his exceptional

ability to verbaliz e , C. S. Lewi s eives the best descri ption
of himse l f:
Fiv e sens es ; an incura bly ab s tract intellect ;
a hap-ha zard ly sel ective memory ; a set of pr econceptions and assumptions so nume rous that I can
never exami ne more than a minority of th em-- never become even conscious of them all . How
much of total rea lity can such an apoa ratus l et
through?13
·
He presents a vi ew that provokes controv ersy , but
duri ng his lifetime he had a tend ency t o disapprove of
controvers i a l vi ews in the s ame fi eld .
he suggest s a compa ri son to Thomas
their positions to be the

~ost

In t hi s r espect ,

Carlyle~

Bott ho ld

.accurate courses which

s hould be follov,red , and any "radical" vi evvs are r e ject ed
.befose an investigation into agreement or disagreement
with their own .

Carlyle has strong words t o say about

Unit arianism which r esewb l es his position i n many v:ays .
Lewis i s equally suspicious of '' a r eligious rev j.va l going
on amongst our underg r aduates ••• run by a Dr. Buc hman ."1 l~
Dr. Buchman ' s

~~ r a l

Re - ArQament movement has

of wh ich Lewis would have approved .

~any

goals

Howeve r , he woul d

have weakened his position as a controversialist i f he had
cont i nued to explore each div e rs e vi ew.

cut:

E. M. W. Tillya rd

13c. S . Lewis , A Grief Observed (Greenwich , Connecti Seabury Pr ess , 196 1 ), ~. 51.
·
14w. H. Lev..· is , Le~t e r_~ , p. 126 .
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warns r eader s about Lewis 's skill as a controversialist .
His rhetorical s ucc ess in sustaining an argument holds many
dangers , "for vlhile it l ends truth a fine emphasis it can
dazz l e the e ye of the reader and make him less heedful of
the near miss and of the exaggera tion. 111 5
If t he man hims e lf expre sse s doubts about the

v a lu~

of his vjew of r eality, how i s it po s sible to defe nd his
rig;ht to criticize it?

Certainly any a uthor "'ih O is ab l e to

entice one unsuspect ing diminishe r of humanity into r eading
books which uphol d the good which can be accomplished through
one individual' s a ctions at the r ight time · cannot be all
bad .

Anyone who c an de scribe the Christi an wa y of l ife as

a most difficult road to t r avel , and at the same time make
. t he joy of the struggl e seem alluring and worthwhile has
accompli s hed something of value.

Lewis trea ts his r eaders

with r espect , admits to his own doubts about some theologi ··
cal prob l ems in Chri stianity , and wins admira tion f or his
writing even fro m tho se who do not agree wi th his views.

If

he has been accus ed of ov e r s implific ation and glibnes s by
some critics, he ha s been praised equally for his articul ateness and originality in prese nting one esc a pe from a
spiritual wastela nd .
In his own eyes , he wa s an Oxford don who wrot e an

- - -· - -- ·--- - "!<' SS§Y.: S., ~l~~
• t O£_~ a ncl _
Ed
• 9-__
J~
, !:'
· _uc a~10n
Chat. to & ·:/indus Ltd ., 1962l , p . 204 .
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occas iona l book in odd moments .

Ilis nonf i ctional books have

the quality of the we ll-outlined l e cture , and at times he
assumes the severity of the good schoolmaster.

He mixes two

ingredients which unfortuna t e ly are mixed r arely , theology
and imagination, and he makes the fini shed product easy to
digest .

He relies on the r easonableness of reason and the

respe ct ability of individual thinking , and offers new ·ideas
which have been in the world for centuri es .

He sp ecula t es

on Hea ve n and Hell when the modern mind is not too conc erned
with the po ss ibilities of either , and he proposes a hierarchy in the univ erse while the earth st i ll t ends to r egar d
its elf as t he cent er of a l l cre ation .

He promotes a

Chri st i aniLy which many Chri s ti ans find too orthodox or
. too unorthodox.

He explores man ' s posit ion i n the whole

universa l "chain of being" when most explora tions are
towards man ' s inner being .
vfu a t hope does such a writer ha ve fo r the futur e of
his books?

Conside ri ng his own attitude toward his pub li shed

books , which he was inclined to t hrow into the

11

W.

P~

B. "

and for get as easily as he had written t hem , he probably
did not care hhether th ey ha ve a futur e or not .

He had a

r emarkab le memory for quot ations fro m ot her authors and for
othe r works , but

~a lt er

Hoope r , his secretary , discovered

he was no help in compiling a comp l ete bibliography.
t o search diligently fro m 1917 onwa r d through numerous

He h ad

types of publications in an attempt to find all that Lewis
.
16
h a d wrltten .

He i s not completely outside of the main s tream of
contempo r ary literctture .

There are many authors today who

are dis enchant ed with the trend of the world , j ust as the re
have been in any age .

Some of these turn to various forms

of religion for answers , and othe rs r e j ect all the availi ble
paths in their search for "joy" to create their own .
time , Lev1is \-:as one of many who thought they had found
answer to the st e rility and the

con~lexity

In his
th~

of the worl d .

He

said the ri ght thi ng a t the ri ght time , and was accused of
being a popularizer.

Since his death , one of his books , a

collection of his poems , his l etters , and a book of essays
about him have been published .

Eit her the '1-'lrit e r or t he man

who se mind could produce such a variety of works is of some
interest to many people .

Those who are

in~ri gue d

by the man

as well as by the writ er await the publication of a biogra?hY by his brot.her , or possib ly, by his secret a ry .
Whethe r or not he v1ill continue t o be r ead may depend
some what on future trends in literature .

In 1965, Chad

Walsh felt that his i nfluence i n American was declining , and
16 Gi bb , oo . cit . Chapte r $ of this book contains a
bibliogr aphy ofLe\·iis ' s \vri t ing , including articles in va rious
public a tions , which i s t he work of ~a lt e r Hooper , hi s former
s ecret ary . Eoope r ' s collect ion of Lewis ' s books \vas a
st andin ~ joke between t he two men , especially afte r t he day
Lewis tr ied to throw t hem m'i ay . The~~",'/. P. B. " is t he
wast e paper b a s~et o
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that he might drop into at l east a temporary relative
obscurity. 17

Up to the present time , he has been

considered a rather minor lit erary figure by most
crit ic s .

Those who have praised his work ha ve come to

no agreement as to which of his books is his best .
In his straight expository prose , there are new
ideas to be discovered \•lith each reading , and all of the
fictional

~arks

sustain t he r eader's int erest , whethe r

it is the first , second , or even fifth reading .

Unless

the r e is such a drastic change in men that the ldOrd "evil 11
becomes as unknown on the earth as it was on

~a l acandra

and on ?e r clandra , there ought to be a continuine intere st
in on e

~an ' s

descriptions of its

should be a place for one
t hrouz;h fant asy .

~a n ' s

im~lica tions .

T~ere

always

view of re ality as seen

As Clyde Kilby st ates in the ? reface to

his study of Le•iiis , "tne va lv.e of Le•,-:is ' s books lies in
t he depth and fr eshness of hi s observations and the
p e r ~ane ncy

11
•
•
of h1s
expres s1on
. 18

17Jbid ., Chapter VII .
18Ki lby, ££• cit. , p . 6.
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